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THE year 2010 will be remembered 
for its extremes of weather: 
floods, high temperatures and 
record levels of snow. In Greece 

we had no rain from February until the 
end of September (blue skies every day) 
and the very warm weather continued well 
into January. Whilst many parts of western 
Europe suffered arctic conditions for several 
weeks, further east there was heavy flooding. 
As I write, some of the severest floods have 
affected the eastern part of Australia, cutting 
off many inland communities. 

Most colonies of bees can  survive the 
harsh conditions of a really bad winter if the 
apiaries have been well chosen to give them 
shelter from the prevailing cold winds and if 
they have been given the requisite amount 
of food to last them over a long period of 
confinement. Whilst snow can make an 
insulating barrier around the hives, if the 
entrances are open to the bright sunshine, 
many bees can be drawn out by the intense 
light only to rapidly become chilled and 
perish where they fall. Boards placed in 
front of them at an angle to shade the sun’s 
rays will partially minimize this risk to bees. 
In the colder climes, beekeepers are well 
prepared for the long winters and in this 
BKQ beekeepers living in those areas have 
written about their ways of coping with arctic 

conditions. Despite the problems that snow 
brings, however, it would take someone who 
has no sense of the aesthetic to deny that the 
wintry season brings beauty to the landscape.

Floods, however, present a more difficult  
problem. The mudslides in Brazil caused 
by heavy rain and the enormous disaster in 
Pakistan where many lives have been lost 
have made sad reading. More recently, we 
have seen that in Australia non-stop rain 
and rapidly rising river levels has caused 
enormous damage to people’s property 
and that the agricultural sector as well 
as industry have suffered enormously - 
fortunately, though, few lives have been lost.  
Beekeepers in many cases were unable  to 
rescue their stocks in time - and more news 
regarding this is given in Geoff Manning’s 
column. Norman Rice, also from hard hit 
Queensland sent me an email to say that over 
1000 colonies had been lost  - some washed 
away, others inundated with water. He goes 
on to say: ‘Governments do help people 
badly affected by the floods - the Australian 
people dig deep and contribute to a lot of 
fund raising, as we do for other countries 
in the area like Indonesia and Pakistan with 
their recent problems. It will take time to 
recover; insurance cover will help but in bad 
flood areas it is costly to buy flood insurance. 
Residences in some smaller villages have 

been completely evacuated. Some areas are 
built to withstand normal floods but not the 
big ones. This is just the start of the rainy 
season and cyclones are predicted from the 
Coral Sea during the summer. Markers will 
be installed where the flood peaked and the 
population will look back on the event over 
the years. Lots of crops are destroyed; one 
enterprise said that a six million dollar cotton 
crop had been destroyed. Beekeepers usually 
try to locate colonies on high ground but lots 
get washed away. Just one of the problems 
life throws up at primary producers. Like us, 
when we were faced with this problem in one 
yard of bees we just picked up what was left 
and started again. The owner of the property 
had never seen water at the location, but 
what was said to be a cloudburst further 
up the river just sent a wall of water down 
and washed bee colonies and stock away. 
We have lots of ‘open cut’ coal mines in the 
area and these plus the machinery will all be 
flooded. Million dollar drag lines and other 
loaders will have been submerged.’ He ends 
on a very positive note: ‘The people and 
country will bounce back as has been their 
lot from time to time. Life is here to enjoy 
and farmers seem to be able to put these 
problems behind them.’ 

Pesticides

BKA ENDORSEMENT OF PESTICIDES

BEEKEEPING news has been 
dominated over recent years 
by the problems caused by 
agrochemicals to honey bees and 

other pollinating insects. The BBKA, last 
year, quietly announced that its endorsement 
of pesticides in return for cash from the 
chemical industries which produced them 

Editorial - February 2011

Extreme Weather Conditions Colin Weightman’s snow-
covered apiary.(C Weightman).

Below: A cold, crisp, frosty morning in Poland.  (M Winiarski).
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would be coming to an end. 
At the Annual Delegates Meeting of the 

BBKA on the 16th January, two motions 
were proposed regarding this issue. Firstly, 
the executive wanted assurance from its 
members that the association could make 
most of its use of its logo and reputation to 
benefit the organisation whilst reminding 
the delegates that ‘decisions had already been 
taken by the Trustees  with the cessation  of 
BBKA endorsement of certain pesticides as 
outlined in the BBKA statement dated 16th 
November 2010.’ Twickenham and Thames 
Valley BKA together with the Mole Apiary 
Club, as on other occasions, proposed that 
‘the BBKA cease any commercial relationships 
with agrochemical or associated companies 
relating to the use of the BBKA logo including 
all endorsement of pesticides (for money 
or other form of remuneration) as soon as 
contractually possible.

Twickenham asked if their proposal 
could be discussed first and this request 
having been refused Martin Smith was 
given time to report on this thorny subject. 
He emphasised that the BBKA needed to 
talk to plant protection companies and if 
Twickenham’s proposal was passed then, for 
instance,  Bayer  who now owned the rights to 
Exomite, would not have to pay for its stand 
should they wish to promote it at a BBKA 
event.  This, he explained, would hardly be 
fair to companies like Thornes who have to 
pay for their stand space. He went on to say 
that Brian Ripley who is currently doing 
a pyrethroid resistance test in the north of 
England was able through the BBKA’s liaison 
with Bayer to receive  Bayvarol free of charge. 

When Twickenham’s proposal was 
discussed, many of the same arguments were 
presented by Martin Smith and finally a move 
was made to make an amendment which 
slightly changed Twickenham’s proposal, 
substituting ‘including all endorsement 
of pesticides’  with ‘for the endorsement 
of pesticides.’  Whilst this proposal was 
unaminously passed, the association wishing 
to put the matter finally to rest, a card vote 
was called for  with 16 777 for the motion, 1 
949 against, with 352 abstentions

Arguably,  Bayer have every right to set 
up their stalls at events such as Stoneleigh, 
for after all, they are producers of an 
acaricide which has served beekeepers well 
for treating varroa as well as having Exomite 
to market. However, despite the outcome of 
the ADM, whichever way one looks  at it, the 
BBKA, is marred by their association with 
agrochemical companies, and might be seen 
as being totally insensitive to the opinions 
of many beekeepers who would rather not 
be sharing space with companies whose 
products, particularly the neonicotinoids, are 

said to be responsible for millions of honey 
bee deaths, especially throughout Europe.  

Pollen Analysis 
of Honey

IT was recently brought to my attention 
that a laboratory in the west of England 
was offering a pollen analysis service to 
beekeepers. As this was something I 

have always meant to do, I sent off my 50 
gm sample and waited eagerly for the results. 
Everyone thinks they know what their bees 
are working on chiefly (not difficult in oil 
seed rape areas), but I was rather surprised 
when my report came through. One of 
our  major honey plants - mountain sage - 
didn’t register at all, nor did the clovers and 
eucalyptus - which I thought would surely 
be there. However, I did learn that my 
sample had a very low pollen spectrum - as 
if it had been finely filtered. Normally - and 
as was the case last summer - I strain into 
honey tins straight from the extractor using 
just a piece of muslin (as used locally for 
straining cheese). Perhaps a sample straight 
from the extractor would have been better. 
However, it is an interesting exercise and very 
important for those beekeepers who wish to 
give their customers as much information as 
they can about their honey. The full report of 
my pollen analysis and contact details of the 
firm can be found on page 38. Those who 
send in samples will also receive a printout 
of diagrams of the main pollen grains found 
in the honey.

A beautiful posy of flowers, but which ones are 
bringing in the honey?

Sustainable Beekeeping

BUILDING up a large apiary can 
be very expensive these days as the 
cost of equipment never seems to 
get cheaper -  even at auctions  a 

sort of fever takes over and beekeepers soon 
find that they are nearly paying the new price 

for an item. Those who are into sustainable 
beekeeping often choose to use top bar hives 
which are cheap to make and equip, but 
managing huge apiaries of them especially if 
bees need to be moved to other crops must be 
a nightmare.  Dr Alexander Komissar shows 
us what one commercial beekeeper has done 
in the Ukraine to get around the problem 
of expense - choosing reeds with timber or 
metal supports for the construction of his 
hives. He also had to produce the presses 
he needed to compress the reeds - and the 
finished results look both sturdy and very 
pleasing to the eye.

Beekeeping Books

THERE seems to be a plethora 
of books on the market recently 
- many aimed at beginners who 
have a thirst for knowledge of 

their new craft. It will take us an issue or two 
to get through the backlog we have - and 
even today as I am writing, a doorstopper 
of a book has arrived from Bee Books New 
and Old - the much awaited revised edition 
of John and Dawn Yates’ Beekeeping Study 
Notes (5 -8) for the BBKA Examinations. 
I haven’t had much time to do other than 
just browse through it; jam-packed with 
information and bang up to date it is a 
must for discerning students. Whilst the 
book covers almost everything the beekeeper 
needs to know for these modules, the 
authors remind readers that the book is not 
a substitute for delving into other works; 
the more widely read  beekeepers are, the 
more successful they will be in both their 
examinations and their beekeeping. 

I remember that my grandparents only 
had three books in their house: an old well 
used copy of Mrs Beeton, a doctors manual, 
which gave me nightmares, and  ‘Enquire 
Within’ - an encyclopedic work - produced 
by the News Chronicle, which closed down 
half a century ago. It is worth mentioning 
this newspaper, because not only did it 
have brilliant writers like James Cameron, 
it was one of the few publications which 
encouraged young people to observe and 
record all manner of things from what 
could be seen from a train, looking out for 
different vehicles, and many natural history 
subjects through their ‘I-Spy’ booklets.  For 
those who are nostalgic for such times, many 
original copies of ‘I-Spy’ books are available 
on ebay. As a point of reference as to how 
much things have changed, especially as 
regards wild life, it would be interesting to 
look at the score chart for different species 
(lower marks for common species) within 
the books and speculate what score should 
be given today as many species have become 
much rarer. 
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I HAVE just heard whispers that whole 
packages of bees from New Zealand 
were imported into Scotland last year 
by a beekeeper in Scotland. I have no 

more information at this time but obviously 
it is a case for concern as officially only queens 
and attendant workers can be imported. So, 
my ear is firmly to the ground in the hope of 
finding out more about this allegation. 

MY wife Val had a couple of 
days in hospital for the the 
removal of a cataract. As this 
coincided with the time when 

she proof reads the BKQ, the work was left 
to me. Any mistakes therefore which have 
slipped through are down to me. Editor

The House of 
Commons Debate 
on Neonicotinoids
On the 25th of January, Martin Caton, 
Labour MP for Gower, was given time in 
the House of Commons to draw members 
attention to the problems beekeepers were 
facing regarding the problem of pesticides, 
particularly neonicotinoids. During his 
speech he was able to show to the  House 
the concerns felt by beekeepers  and that 
complacency was apparent regarding their 
problems as no written responses had been 
made to the reports  submitted by Buglife. He 
questioned whether the pesticides widely used 
now, which  have a detrimental effect on many 
forms of wildlife, particularly invertebrates, 
had sufficient independent screening, saying 
that it was insufficient to accept the findings 
of the pesticide manufacturers alone. New 
research, he pointed out, showed that the new 
synthetic forms of pesticides made honeybees 
more susceptible to disease. He mentioned 
what was happening in other parts of Europe 
and how governments there had already 
suspended or banned the use of problematic 
pesticides and hoped that the Minister would 
see fit to do the same in the UK until more 
rigorous testing proved them to be safe. 

In answer to his questions, the Minister 
of State, Department for Environment, 
Food and Rural Affairs - Mr James Paice, 
whilst acknowledging that there were many 
questions to be answered, said that the 
Ministry had many initiatives in place looking 
into bee health and that the there was a strict 
regulatory framework for assessing pesticide 
risks. He thanked Martin Caton for bringing 
the subject before the House and said that a 
lot more information was still needed.

At the same time that this debate was taking 
place in England, lawyers working for French 

Beekeepers Union, “took the government 
agricultural agency (ASSAF) to the High 
Court . . . and won three judgements against 
it for three annual ‘conditional licenses’ which 
it had granted to Syngenta’s pesticide ‘Cruiser’ 
- based on the neonicotinoid Thiamethoxam 
- which was banned in Germany in 2008.  It 
was only introduced in the UK around 2005 
but it is already used on around 50,000 acres 
in the UK “ (from Graham White). 

Research from the US, in a paper due to 
be published, we are told, shows that when fed 
the minutest doses of neonicotinoids in the 
laboratory, bees and other pollinating insects 
are more susceptible to disease. Whilst the 
producers of these chemicals seem to intimate 
that this could be evidenced in a laboratory, 
so be it, but let’s have more independent field 

testing without falling in the trap as did the 
Environmental Protection Agency in the US 
recently. 

Perhaps FERA, under the auspices of the 
National Bee Unit, ought to begin sampling 
wax samples across the UK - just like they did 
in the US last year - and what a nasty surprise 
were the results. 

NOTE: We had hoped to publish the full 
reports of the ADM and the Neocotinoids 
Debate, but due to the lack of space we are 
unable to do so. However, these reports 
will be available on the APIS UK website, 
edited by David Cramp, (www.apisuk.
com/bees/) or should anyone wish to have  
printed versions these are available from 
Northern Bee Books on request.

Spring
Spring is not far away. By the 
time this issue reaches readers the 
hazels, willows, and early bulbs will 
be in flower - let’s just hope that 
more colonies have successfully 
overwintered than in the past to 
take advantage of them.

John Phipps
January 2011

Hazel catkins - for many beekeepers this plant is the harbinger of spring. 

BEE BOOKS NEW & OLD
Send sae for current list Ash View, 
Tump Lane, Much Birch,  
Hereford  HR2 8HP
www.honeyshop.co.uk
RAY CLARK, 
2 Blakeley Cres, Barnoldswick, Lancs 
01282 817593
40, 16” x 16” supers, complete with 
frames, £10 each. Tel 01282 817593

25P PER WORD (PLUS VAT) 
MINIMUM: £5.00
Advertisements for this column  
must be accompanied by  
remittances and must reach us  
one month before publication  
Please send cheque/PO to  
Northern Bee Books, 
Scout Bottom Farm, Mytholmroyd, 
West Yorkshire HX7 5JS
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BEES FOR SALE  Please ring 01924 862 175
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Beekeepers’ Signatures
THE ROTHAMSTED CONNECTION 

Dear John
What an interesting collection of signatures in Reg Gove’s book. 
Of course I was particularly interested in those with a Rothamsted  
connection - I will give you a few details.

At the bottom of the page: Dr Leslie Bailey, who retired in 
1982, and now lives round the corner from Rothamsted Lodge.   

On the left hand page: R K Kallow, a chemist at the BMA, who 
co-operated with Colin Butler in his work on identifying the queen 
pheromone. I was once admonished by a gentleman, at a talk I 
gave about Rothamsted, for not mentioning Kallow as he had 
worked with him and  always knew him as “the queen substance 
man”!  Below these you have Adrian Waring, George Hawthorne 
and Geoff Hopkinson  all of whom were CBIs.

On the right hand side are: James Simpson, who retired in 
1978 and died some years ago; Andrew Furguson, who worked 
with John Free for some time and is still at Rothamsted but ceased 
working on bees when the pheromone work was axed; Brenda Ball 
- retired and sadly missed; Ingrid Williams, retired but visiting 
professor to Estonia University, her mother’s homeland; and four 
down is Brother Adam.

On the middle page are: John Walker who took over from 
Geoff Ingold as Chief Bee Disease Officer at what was ADAS and 
oversaw the move   from Rothamsted Lodge to Luddington; 
David Alford who worked at one time with J Simpson   whose 
assistant, Inge Riedel,  he later married and then left Rothamsted 
to take up a post with the Ministry - he is well known for his 
book on bumblebees. On the right hand page above Medwin 
Bew  is a signature that looks like Butler but I do not think this is  
Colin Butler.

It is interesting that Norman Carreck is there; this must have 
been a relatively recent addition.

It would seem possible that all the Rothamsted signatures were 
obtained on a visit by Reg to Rothamsted? I think it unlikely that 
all those people were at one event elsewhere. Simpson must be a 
collectors item!

This is certainly a unique and interesting collection.
Yours sincerely 
Peter Tomkins, Herts. 

 letters to the editor 

Beekeeper’s  
signatures supplied  
by Dan Basterfield. 
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WAX MOTHS WANTED
Dear Sir

I’m a researcher working on Wax moths 
at the University of Manchester. I was 
wondering if any of you might be able to 
help me by sending me any wax moths (or 
their larvae) that they find (dead or alive) 
during hive/frame inspections? If this is 
possible it would be a massive help. I can 
provide pre-paid envelopes etc. to anybody 
that might be willing to help.

Yours sincerely

Dr Paul R. Johnston
Post Doctoral Research Associate
Faculty of Life Sciences
University of Manchester
Michael Smith Building
Oxford Road
Manchester
M13 9PT

Email: Paul.R.Johnston@manchester.ac.uk

NOMENCLATURE

In BKQ No 102, in your editorial, you were commenting on 
the spelling of honey bee. Well, dictionaries are not the place to 
go. Common names -- and scientific names -- of various critters 
(large and small) (new and old) are governed by the International 
Commission on Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN). So there are 
actually internationally correct spellings of common names. Guess 
what -- honey bee (two words) is the correct one. So is bumble bee 
(two words). That is because they are both real bees. Let’s look at 
another group - we have a butterfly (one word) but a horse fly (two 
words) -- the butterfly is not a fly but a horse fly is a fly. We can 
have a lady beetle (two words) but we have ladybug (one word) 
for the same reasons. No hyphens are ever used in nomenclature. 

Now a word like beekeeper probably follows some sort of 
pattern -- we have a housekeeper, a zookeeper and such. 

So I follow the ICZN in my usage. But not everyone around 
the world does. But then not everyone knows about ICZN.

Yours sincerely
Ann Harman
USA

HONEY AND INFANT BOTULISM

Dear Sir
I recently stumbled across a couple of items from the Chartered 
Institute of Environmental Health LIbrary (CIEH) - an 
independent organisation founded in 1883 - which reveals that 
there have been three  cases of infant botulism in 2009 and 2010, 
all associated with infants being fed honey. This is obviously a cause 
for concern for the beekeeping industry. The reports can be studied 
by using these links to the Health Protection Agency (HPA)  
www.hpa.org.uk/hpr/archives/2009/hpr4609.pdf and 
www.hpa.org.uk/hpr/archives/2010/hpr2110.pdf.

I  emailed  Dr Grant at HPA to find out more information but, 
as you wll see, one incident is attributed to  a “commercial honey” 
and the others unstated. 

I am mindful that the honey packers association have a 
voluntary agreement that they will put a warning on honey that 
they pack, ie that honey should not be fed to infants under 12 
months of age. I am wondering if the BBKA ought to be giving 
similar advice to its members or at least that  news of  these incidents 
ought to be written up in the bee press to remind beekeepers of the 
possible problem their product could have should the parents of 
young infants be ignorant of the fact. 

Yours sincerely
Andy Pedley

I cannot speak on behalf of the BBKA nor any other association. 
However, such a matter ought to be brought to the attention of the 
FERA who may deem it fit to legislate for a health warning to be made 
mandatory on honey labels. Editor.

BEEKEEPING AID FOR OVERSEAS

Dear John,
I am back in Essex after five weeks in Uganda having been involved 
in a project to help local village people to manage colonies of 

A. m. scutellata. These people are desperately poor, eking out a 
living from what they can grow and make.  Farming is the main 
occupation. Every family works a plot of land even if they have 
another job. Keeping bees can be a great way for people to 
supplement their income. With the extra money they could feed 
and clothe their children and pay for their education. Hopefully, 
with education and better health care the need for large families 
will decline. The average number of children per family is 6, but 
infant mortality is high. With no social security a big family is 
needed to look after the old people. There is also a masculine thing 
about how having many children supposedly demonstrates virility. 
Men with large families are looked up to. One old beekeeper told 
me, with pride,  that he had 18 children. Hopefully, if people can 
be educated, the need for large families will decrease. I would 
hope so. Natural methods of population control are through TB, 
HIV Aids and malaria (300 people each day die in Uganda from 
malaria). If these diseases are controlled then there would have to 
be a curb on reproduction.

  The need for bees to pollinate their fruit and seed crops is 
not well understood.   Beekeeping can be introduced as an 
environmental adjunct. It requires a low capital input (if things 
are made locally). The indigenous bees know how to exploit the 
native plants. The weather is ideal and there is a good market for 
honey.  The bees are rather defensive and not suited to intensive 
‘First World’ management. Much of the honey is harvested from 
log hives. Because there are no extractors, the quality of the pressed 
and strained honey is not very good. However, this method of 
cropping does produce a lot of good wax. I did try to persuade the 
beekeepers to value the wax (which is often thrown away). Cleaned 
and refined this also has a value as wax, or made into candles, soap, 
cosmetics or polish.

 The work I could do around Kasese was much greater than I 
ever thought. I could have stayed on for a year and I would still 
have been only scratching the surface.   I managed to do several 
day schools in 5 different districts during my stay. When word got 
around, the interest snowballed. I was supposed to return in early 
2011 but I decided to stay on slightly longer to fit in a few extra 
workshops.

 My first trip was a short one to assess the needs. I am determined 
not to make the beekeepers dependent on overseas help so I will 
not be recommending first world hives or management. I funded 
this initial visit myself and if I can find sponsorship I hope to 
return with a few items that will make keeping bees easier for them 
- including a foundation press so that beekeepers can make their 
own foundation and some candle wick so I can  show them how 
to make candles.

 
Yours sincerely
Clive de Bruyn
Essex.   Email: seedybrain1st@googlemail.com

If anyone can help Clive in his valuable work he can be contacted  
by email - 

In this issue of the BKQ, Clive gives some background to the area he 
worked in and this will be followed in a later issue with a detailed 
look at the project in which he was involved. 

Editor.

 letters to the editor - continued
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

Newsround

BIBBA 
CONFERENCE IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND 

- report by Dinah Sweet

The 2010 September conference organised by 
BIBBA was held in the Republic of Ireland at 
Cahill in County Tipperary. It was an amazing 
experience with partricipants coming from 
the UK and Europe as well as many local 
beekeepers who had travelled from all parts 
of Ireland. On all of the three days there were 
over 90 people attending. The talks were of a 
very high standard and were both enjoyable 
and interesting so thanks are due  to all the 
speakers, some of whom came from a very 
long way to be with us.The programme was 
organised by Micheal and Eoghan Mac Giolla 
Coda, Dorian Pritchard and myself. 

We had Jim Ryan starting with a history 
of the native bee in Ireland and then members 
of the BIBBA commitee talking about 
breeding groups, computer stud books and 
the characteristics of the native bee. Ole Hertz 
from Denmark talked about bees and mating 
in Greenland and on many of the small 
Danish Islands and left us enchanted with 
his beautiful photographs. We also admired 
wonderful scenes from the Orkneys and from 
Colonsay where native bees flourish. Balser 
Fried talked about A.m.m. bees in Switzerland 
and the SICAMM Conference that will be 
there in 2 years time. All the other speakers 
were excellent and a full report of all the talks 
will be in the Bee Improvemnt Magazine in 
the Spring.

The conference hotel produced delicious 
food and couldn’t do enough for us; they were 
all so kind. The South Tipperary Beekeepers 
Association sponsored the music following 
the Friday evening’s delicious dinner. The 
Federation of Irish Beekeepers’ Associations 
(FIBKA) gave us the Saturday evening’s 
caleidh which was exhilarating and really 
tested our dancing and co-ordination skills. 
Other sponsors were SICAMM and the 
Galtee Bee Breeders Group (GBBG).

In fact, the GBBG were also very generous 
with their time as we had a splendid afternoon 
at Micheal Mac Giolla Coda’s breeding apiary, 
Dun Aonghusa. We were welcomed at the 
gate by Mary Ryan and Micheal’s two small 
grandsons in their beekeeping suits.  Dennis 
Ryan (President of FIBKA) spectacularly 
piped us a welcoming tune as we walked into 
the site from the buses. The GBBG group 
led by Micheal and Redmund Williams very 
kindly demonstrated many aspects of queen 
rearing and record keeping for us all to see. 

The bees behaved brilliantly and the packed 
mini nucs showed how queens could be 
mated from very small units. Micheal’s family 
and friends were also very hospitable, ending 
the afternoon with refreshments, and the 
sun came out which made the day absolutely 
perfect.

Terry Claire (BIBBA’s president), put on 
an excellent display of BIBBA material at 
the conference hotel. Scientific posters, Bees 
for Development pamphlets and the very 
professional 4 seasons magazine were also on 
display and were pored over during breaks in 
the programme.

Now, two months later, beekeepers still 
come up to me saying how much they enjoyed 
the conference and how successful it was. We 
organise a BIBBA Conference every other 
year so September 2012 should be pencilled 
in your diaries now!

IBRA
Honey bee colony losses 
continue in the USA. IBRA
IBRA has now published the 2009-10 winter 
survey of USA honey bee losses which shows 
the fourth consecutive year of high mortality 
in a study by Dennis van Engelsdorp and 
colleagues. This study compares colony 
losses and the reasons why beekeepers believe 
their bees died for “backyard beekeepers 
(those keeping under 50 colonies), sideline 
beekeepers (those keeping between 50 and 
500 colonies), and commercial beekeepers 
who maintain in excess of 500 colonies. 

Over the winter of 2009-10 US 
beekeepers responding to the survey lost 
an average of 42.2% of their colonies. 
Perhaps counter intuitively, backyard and 
sideline beekeepers reported higher losses 
than commercial beekeepers, although the 
commercial beekeepers were more likely to 
report losses due to Colony Collapse Disorder 
(“CCD”) where the colony has died yet the 
hive contains no dead bees.

All beekeepers said that the parasitic mite 
Varroa was a major problem.   Commercial 
beekeepers said the mite was the second 
important factor for causing bee losses.   
Overall, manageable conditions such as 
starvation and colonies being weak before 
overwintering were attributed as the leading 
causes of bee losses.  In contrast, commercial 
beekeepers ranked the reasons for their losses 
as poor queens, mites, pesticides and CCD. 
More effort into understanding the underlying 
causes of these losses is needed. 

In order to aid understanding, IBRA’s 

major international Conference “Varroa – 
still a problem in the 21st Century?” was 
held on 29 January 2011 at the University of 
Worcester. 

IBRA Contact: Norman Carreck, 
Scientific Director, IBRA +44 (0)791 
8670169 
Email: norman.carreck@btinternet.com

(More on this in the next Issue. In BKQ 102, 
The article ‘Honey Bees and Colony Losses, by 
Peter Neumann and Norman L Carreck,, was 
published in the Journal of Apicultural Research 
49 (1): 1-6 (2010) and reprinted by kind 
permission of IBRA. Editor)

PESTS AND 
DISEASES
BEE SCIENTISTS TO FORCE KILLER MITES TO SELF 
DESTRUCT

Scientists may be able to halt global honey 
bee losses by forcing the deadly Varroa mite, 
lethal in the freezing weather, to self destruct. 
The blood-sucking Varroa is the biggest killer 
of honey bees world-wide, having developed 
resistance to beekeepers’ medication. It is 
particularly destructive in winter as depleted 
colonies do not have enough bees huddling 
together to keep warm. Now researchers from 
the Government’s National Bee Unit and 
Aberdeen University have worked out how 
to ‘silence’ natural functions in the mites’ 
genes to make them self destruct. Dr. Alan 
Bowman from the University of Aberdeen 
said: “Introducing harmless genetic material 
encourages the mites’ own immune response 
to prevent their genes from expressing natural 
functions. This could make them self destruct.  
The beauty of this approach is that it is really 
specific and targets the mites without harming 
the bees or, indeed, any other animal.”

Dr Giles Budge from National Bee Unit, 
part of the Food and Environment Research 
Agency (Fera), said: “This cutting edge 
treatment is environmentally-friendly and 
poses no threat to the bees. With appropriate 
support from industry and a rigorous approval 
process, chemical-free medicines could be 
available in five to ten years.”

Environment Minister Lord Henley said: 
“Bees are essential to putting food on our 
table and worth £200m to Britain every year 
through pollinating our crops. This excellent 
work by UK scientists will keep our hives 
healthy and bees buzzing.”
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The process uses the Nobel Prize-winning 
theory ‘RNA interference’, which controls 
the flow of genetic information. So far the 
‘silencing’ has worked with a neutral Varroa 
gene, which has no significant effect on the 
mite. Scientists now need to target a gene with 
the specific characteristics that are perfect to 
force the Varroa to self destruct. 

Tests by other scientists have shown the 
treatment can be added to hives in bee feed. 
The bees move it into food for their young, 
where the Varroa hides.

Further information:
The full report is available at: http://www.
parasitesandvectors.com/content/3/1/73
RNA interference (RNAi) was discovered by 
Professor Andrew Fire who won the 2006 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for it: 
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/
laureates/2006/press.html

INSECT POLLINATORS INITIATIVE

In June 2010, Defra and WAG announced £2.5 
million of funding for the Insect Pollinators 
Initiative for research into understanding and 
mitigating the biological and environmental 
factors affecting insect pollinators.The areas of 
research and the receivers of the awards: 

 -  Sustainable pollination services for UK 
crops, Dr Koos Biesmeijer, University of 
Leeds

 - Modelling systems for managing bee 
disease: the epidemiology of European 
Foulbrood, Dr Giles Budge, Food & 
Environment Research Agency

 -  Investigating the impact of habitat 
structure on queen and worker 
bumblebees in the field, Dr Claire 
Carvell, NERC Centre for Ecology and 
Hydrology

 -  An investigation into the synergistic 

impact of sub-lethal exposure to industrial 
chemicals on the learning capacity and 
performance of bees, Dr Chris Connolly, 
University of Dundee

 -  Linking agriculture and land use change 
to pollinator populations, Professor Bill 
Kunin, University of Leeds

 - Urban pollinators: their ecology and 
conservation, Professor Jane Memmott, 
University of Bristol

 -  Impact and mitigation of emergent 
diseases on major UK insect pollinators, 
Dr Robert Paxton, Queen’s University of 
Belfast

 -  Unravelling the impact of the mite Varroa 
destructor on the nteraction between 
the honeybee and its viruses, Dr Eugene 
Ryabov, University of Warwick

 -  Can bees meet their nutritional needs in 
the current UK landscape? Dr Geraldine 
Wright, Newcastle University

Newsround

NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN BEEKEEPING
The next Advanced Level Course for the NDB will be held at the National Bee Unit in York  from the 18th - 22nd July. 

For further information contact Ken Basterfield: ken@basterfield.com or telephone 01404 815885.
As usual, priority will be given to anyone who is considering taking the NDB examination.
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OVERWINTERING BEES 
IN COLD CLIMATES
CANADA
David Dawson An overwintering building for hives in Canada.

SNOW.  Snow.  Snow.  You seem to 
be getting more snow in the British 
Isles than normal with Heathrow 
Airport shut down for days at a 

time and temperatures even in balmy mild 
Ireland colder than here in Canada.  Climate 
Change obviously does not necessarily mean 
warming in every location. 

Anyway, our dear editor has asked me 
as the ‘expert’ (ha ha!) on cold-weather 
wintering to write about what we do here 
in this part of Canada.  I say ‘this part of 
Canada’ because the west coast, the other 
side of the Rocky Mountains, is very mild 
like southern England.  Some beekeepers 
take advantage of this and truck their bees 
over the mountains for the winter and 
spring build-up.  But first a little bit of our 
beekeeping history on the Canadian Prairies.  
In England where the Romans built roads 
and bath houses 2000 years ago, it may be 
hard for you to realize that until about 150 
years ago most of the Prairies of Canada 
stretching a thousand miles was an area 
totally unsettled by ‘white men.’  

CYANIDE AND PACKAGE BEES

Although there are records of bees being 
kept in the 1880’s, beekeeping really got 

going around here 70 or 80 years ago during 
the great depression.  Bees were originally 
imported from the USA on combs but this 
resulted in American Foul Brood being 
brought into Canada.  The resulting ban 
of imports on comb was the motivation 
to develop the bee package itself.  Like in 
the UK, WW2 resulted in a huge increase 
in beekeepers and beekeeping, and I well 
remember growing up in England after 
the war when Canadian clover honey was 
a real luxury, particularly when sugar was 
still rationed.

Package bees were imported in spring, 
first by train, then by truck as roads and 
truck reliability improved.  In the autumn 
the normal practice was to remove all the 
honey and kill the bees using calcium 
cyanide gas (-calcium cyanide is a brown 
powder which evaporates when exposed to 
the air so beekeepers had to be careful not 
to stand down wind!).  During the winter 
the combs were sorted out, repairs made and 
hives readied for re-stocking the following 
spring.  There’s an amusing tale in a book 
called ‘Bees are my Business’ by Harry 
Whitcombe, a Californian beekeeper who 
pioneered sending bees to Canada by air.  He 
chartered a plane and filled it with 100’s of 
packages of bees.  Every package comprises a 

screened box with the bees and a litre/quart 
can of syrup.  Well, as the plane went higher 
and higher the air pressure dropped more 
and more causing all those cans of syrup to 
leak – much faster than the bees could lick 
it up.  When they finally arrived and opened 
the cargo doors a stream of sticky syrup ran 
out!!  Evidently the plane almost had to be 
taken apart to wash out the mess.  Not a good 
start to a new way of shipping package bees.

By the 1970’s it was realized that there 
were advantages to overwintering bees here 
in Canada, principally the increasing cost 
of packages, the larger number of bees in 
spring for early pollination, higher honey 
yields and the humane factor  (-eventually 
though it was the discovery and spread 
of acarine/tracheal mites in the US and 
the threat of Varroa that motivated 
beekeepers to change to overwintering ).  
The University of Manitoba Bee Lab put 
in hand experiments for indoor wintering 
and came up with a reliable method 
which is still widely used today.  At the 
same time various methods were tried for 
overwintering outside and today about 
50% of beekeepers overwinter outside, 
so neither inside nor outside is distinctly 
more successful than the other.  There are 
advantages and disadvantages to both.



 Winter comes very quickly here.  We must start feeding by the 
middle of September.  By the middle of October bees are already 
tightly clustered and we can have a few flurries of snow.  By the 
middle of November we usually have permanent below-freezing 
temperatures and frequently a few inches of snow on the ground.  
So we like to get the outdoor bees wrapped up by mid October and 
the indoor ones moved inside around Halloween – before the snow 
but to give the bees a last chance for a cleansing flight if we get a late 
warm spell.  Spring comes suddenly and for those who winter inside 
it is a daily nail-biting time of ‘should I get the bees out’ as, if it gets 
too warm inside the building, the bees crawl out of the hives all over 
the walls, floor – everywhere.  Usually we get them out at the end 
of March so they are shut up inside in the dark for a full 5 months.  
And it is usually another 2 or 3 weeks before the first pollen from 
hazel or alder is available.

OUTDOOR OVERWINTERING

Winter can be quite cold with temperatures occasionally down to 
minus 45 degrees Celsius at night, but it is not the cold that kills 
the bees: it’s the wind or more specifically the wind-chill.  As long 
as the bees are protected from the wind they are usually OK.  Most 
beekeepers who winter outside do so in a well sheltered place with a 
double brood box system (that’s two Langstroth brood boxes).  The 
colonies are well fed as each requires about 70 pounds of feed for 
the winter – about 5 gallons of syrup.  The beekeepers put 4 hives 
together on a pallet, removing the roof and having a small upper 
entrance on the under edge of the inner cover as well as the normal 
3 or 4 inch entrance at the bottom.  This upper entrance is required 
in order to give some means of escape for the warm moist air which 
would otherwise condense in the hive, and also because dead bees 
dropping from the cluster can form a solid frozen mass in the lower 
box blocking incoming fresh air and preventing the bees getting 
out in early spring.  Those few beekeepers who winter outside in a 
single Langstroth brood box have a full bottom entrance with no 
top ventilation – and surprisingly it works very well.  We use a black 
woven polypropylene padded insulating blanket, which wraps right 
round and is tied in place.  The top of the blanket folds over and a 
similar insulated pad, the same size as the four hives, goes on top.   
Some people put an extra insulating layer under the top pad before 
folding over the sides, such as a piece of polystyrene or glass fibre, 
and some cover the whole with half a sheet of plywood to shed the 
water when the snow melts.  The snow prevents any draft under 
the hives through the wooden bits of the pallet.  A little hole is 
cut through the insulation to expose the top entrance and then the 
insulating blanket is stapled into place.  By February or March the 
bees will have small patches of brood and be flying when weather 
permits.  Before these special wraps were generally available some 
people used black painted cardboard boxes the same size as a double 

Feeders for supplying bees with four gallons of syrup. 
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Warwickshire CV8 2LG 
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Public Day Saturday 16 April 
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brood with a hole cut for the top entrance, 
and these would probably work very well 
for UK conditions.  Some hobby beekeepers 
even shovelled snow to cover their hives 
completely, snow itself being a good insulator 
and wind protector – just like an igloo.  I 
once heard of an instance where some hives 
got completely buried under a ten foot snow 
drift; they melted out a little cave inside and 
lived there quite happily all winter.

INDOOR OVERWINTERING
Indoor wintering on the other hand is totally 
different but similar.  Instead of wrapping 
each hive individually or in groups of 
four, an insulated building serves the same 
purpose.  Almost all beekeepers who winter 

indoors these days use a single brood box.  
Less winter feed is required than outdoors 
and the norm is to feed all colonies with 
up to 4 gallons of syrup.  All the hives 
have to be moved twice – once into the 
building and once out of the building in 
spring.  Actually they are frequently moved 
three times, the extra time being from an 
exposed summer field to a sheltered place 
for autumn feeding.  The inside temperature 
of the building is kept at 5 deg C +/- 2 deg 
at which temperature the bees are very quiet 
and consume the minimum of food.  With a 
lot of bees in a building the bees themselves 
maintain this temperature without the 
necessity of any supplemental heating being 
supplied by means of electric heaters.  But 

constant air movement is vital to avoid 
pockets of stale air as is a regular input of 
fresh air.  Ceiling fans keep the air moving 
and a fan on a timer brings in fresh air on a 
regular basis.  Most of the time it is totally 
dark inside the wintering facility but if the 
beekeeper needs to attend to his bees he uses 
a red light (as bees can’t see red).  As spring 
approaches and the weather begins to warm 
up outside, somehow, in spite of the dark, 
the bees seem to know spring is coming and 
get progressively less quiescent and crawl 
around on the alighting board at the slightest 
provocation.  When the temperature rises 
inside, large fans exhaust the warm air, 
drawing in replacement cold air from 
outside.  Very occasionally, when we get an 

The snow gets deeper! 
Plywood covers help to reduce the chill factor from the wind.

Spring cleansing flight from the top entrance. 

Four colonies are placed on one pallet and surrounded with a thick 
insulating cover.



 

unusually warm period, in early March for 
example, drastic measures are called for to 
keep the bees in their hives.  Barrow loads of 
snow are dumped in the building between 
the rows of hives, or everywhere is sprayed 
with cold water, the evaporation cooling 
everything down.

I visited two beekeepers to check up 
on a few facts for this article, both of 
whom winter indoors.  One has 400 honey 
producing hives plus 200 five-comb nucleus 
hives, two per brood box with a divider 
down the middle, which incidentally winter 
perfectly well inside.  All his hives are on 
special pallets, and all the moving is done by 
fork-lift truck.  He can get 150 hives on his 
trailer and pick up eight at a time with the 
fork lift.  Four trips and everything is inside 
for the winter.  The other beekeeper has 
1000 hives, all of which are moved by hand, 
though once they are in stacks of 4 they are 
moved with a hand wheeler and raised with 
the hydraulic tailgate.  The old methods vs 
the new!  These beekeepers can extract 400 

supers per day with three people on the line 
– that’s 400 deep langstroth boxes holding 
about 45 pounds on average, so say about 
18,000 lbs/day – wow!!

I doubt whether indoor wintering would 
be a sensible proposition for UK beekeepers 
because the temperature is not reliably cold 
for a good long time.  However, wrapping 
the hives in some way might help in more 
northern colder, windier areas.  

OVERWINTERING VERSUS PACKAGE BEES

One other advantage of over wintering bees 
here in Canada as opposed to killing them 
off and re-stocking with packages is that 
in spring, once they have got going,  the 
strong colonies can be divided into two or 
even three, giving each split a new queen.   
Thus  by the time of the honey flow one 
has  two honey producing colonies for the 
price of one autumn feeding.  Alternatively 
surplus brood can be used to boost weaker 
colonies.   One doesn’t have these options 
with packages.

Springtime at the 
overwintering yard  
- NB two different  
types of top covering. 

Ventilation tubes allow air to be exchanged when 
necessary. 

Hives overwintered indoors on pallets.

A fork lift truck is used for moving the hives into 
the overwintering building.

Mid December - bees clustered outside the hive.
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OVERWINTERING IN 
COLD CLIMATES 

RUSSIA, Chelyabinsk Region
VItaliy Petrovsky

SOMETIMES the temperature in 
our part of the Urals falls below 
-30C  during the night. However, 
the low temperature ‘feel’ is 

accentuated by the chill factor caused by the 
strong winds which we have in February. 

As we have prolonged cold winters 
specially built places are normally used for 
overwintering hives, half of the structures 
being below ground. However, some 
beekeepers leave their bees to winter in 
yards hoping that the deep snow will 
sufficiently insulate them from the cold. 

Our bees are overwintering in a wooden 

shed. The hives have a space below the 
combs and the entrances are protected with 
mouseguards. A thick pillow is put on top 
of each hive to provide extra insulation. 
At one time we used to have an electrical 
heating system in the shed to provide 
a temperature of 7C, but now we have 
stopped doing this. 

It is the considered opinion that bees 
here will not overwinter well this year; the 
very hot drought conditions of the previous 
summer didn’t help and a good number of 
colonies have been lost already. 

Photos: Vitaliy Petrvskiy

 Overwintering out of doors.

 Snow cleared from hives  
- NB bees in snow drawn out by the strong sunlight. Our bee shed - Exterior

Our bee shed - Interior - the shed is packed with 
as many hives as possible.



 

UKRAINE
Dr Alexander Komissar

In the Northern regions of Ukraine 
experienced beekeepers use special 
overwintering buildings for their colonies 
- often with supplementary heating - 
especially during severe  frosts.  Others use 
underground cellars or ordinary rooms in an 
unheated old house or in a shed. However, 
most beekeepers simply overwinter their 
bees out of doors.  

One of my grandfathers used an 
unheated room in his house whilst the other  
had a basement half dug into the ground, 
with a hayloft above it.

Sometimes   we use the overwintering 
building even in southern regions for weak 
colonies. The building prevents the jumps 
of temperatures between day and night and 
eliminates the risk of bees flying if they were 
kept outside  during the short period of 
warming when the sun is on the hives.

It is our task to preserve the bees until 
the flowers which will provide them with 
early pollen are available.

All of my own bees are in an 
underground   cellar   with the exception 
of several colonies which are outside as 
an experiment and control,  and another 
twelve in an unheated old house, where 

fluctuations in temperatures are absent. I 
have two apiaries (30+30 colonies), one for 
honey production, the second for queen 
rearing, both of which are in the northern 
region of Ukraine.

SWEDEN
Kristoffer Hillebrandt

To improve overwintering in Sweden I use 
plastic hives which are well insulated. Whilst 
extra  packing can be used I don’t consider 
this to be a good idea, for the hives can 
become damp - a condition which is worse 
than cold. I ensure that the colonies are well 

fed and fit mouse excluders across the hive 
entrances. Now - as we have deep snow - I 
shovel it away from the hives to ensure that 
the bees have good ventilation. I haven’t as 
yet come across anyone who overwinters 
their bees in Sweden indoors. From what I 
understand, bees kept indoors do not cluster 
fully and are tempted to fly when there is the 
slightest increase in temperature. My bees 
are Carnica  which come from the Balkan 
mountains. They are used to snow and 
harsh winters so I expect them to overwinter  
well. Just how far north beekeepers have 
colonies in Sweden, I am not sure, but I 
know that there is an association in Kalix 
- but this is near the sea so the conditions 
there can be milder. 

The underground cellar for overwintering bees is covered with an oversized roof. Beyond the roof is 
another shelter for colonies.  (Photo: Alexander Komissar)
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The design of the hive bench 
was prompted initially by 
the determination of one 
cantankerous, stubborn old 

beekeeper to carry on beekeeping to the 
bitter end!

The essential requirements for him so 
to do were quite simple; no bending, no 
twisting,  certainly nothing to be lifted with 
a bent back, no unnecessary walking to and 
fro, no obstructions underfoot to trip over, 
everything at the same level, heavy boxes to 
be slid rather than lifted, implements laid out 
no further than arms’ length and always in 
the same place so that they can be reached for 
with hardly a glance. In short, where strength 
and agility are no longer a pre-requisite  to 
practising (what should be)  the gentle art  
of beekeeping.

When you consider the number and often 
the complexity of the operations carried out 
in an afternoon’s beekeeping - ranging from 
humping about heavy supers often pivoted on 
the finger tips and belly, to the delicate hand/
eye coordination required when marking 
and clipping a queen and also the number of 
implements you need to have to hand, you 
realise how inadequate the average hive stand 
is for the job.  There is something more fit for 
the purpose - the hive bench. 

Beekeeping has always been a largely male 
dominated pursuit. Happily, not so now. Over 
the last few years, in our beginners classes, the 
ladies have been in the majority and very fine 
beekeepers they have become too. The hive 
bench has done away with the need for muscle 
and machismo. Muscle has been replaced by a 
much more subtle and important attribute - 

dexterity: the opportunity to exercise precision 
and control without great physical effort. 

The good music teacher will tell you that 
‘technique puts a ceiling on performance’. 
Exactly the same applies to beekeeping. If you 
are a thumper, bumper and dumper beekeeper 
- so be it. You will only hear the angry 
defensiveness of the bees enclosed, as you 
certainly have to be, in your astronaut’s suit, 
gloves and your boots.  If, on the other hand, 
you acquire the precision and gentleness that 
comes through easy control of movement; if 
you develop into a ‘Tai Chi’ beekeeper and 
can blend harmoniously into the rhythm of 
their world, you will hear the symphony  that 
the bees have played over aeons of time. They 
will be at one with their environment and 
with you. You will learn to know them and 
they will know you!

The Hive Bench 
Michael Duncan
Combe Martin. Devon

Before man had prized the first flint from chalk,
And flaked it fine and sharpened it well, 
Before he grew boastful and learnt how to talk, 
The honey bee had built her citadel. 

Michael Duncan removing a varroa board from one of his his colonies on the Hive Bench.
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 HOW TO TAKE OFF TWO HEAVY SUPERS IN ORDER TO INSPECT THE BROOD CHAMBER.
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Beeswax Today - For Foundation?
Ann W. Harman

THE beekeeping world 
experienced its own Industrial 
Revolution after Langstroth 
demonstrated that bee space was 

the key to making a useful honey bee hive. 
That one discovery triggered a plethora of 
inventions that pushed beekeeping into a 
modern age. Perhaps the most important 
one of those was the process of making 
a sheet of pure beeswax embossed with 
the honeycomb pattern. Today we credit 
J Mehring, a German beekeeper, with 
making the first wax foundation using flat 
presses. The process was improved in 1875 
by A I Root. In the latter part of the 20th 
century plastic foundation appeared, both 
wax coated and uncoated. Today the plastic 
frame-foundation, as well as the plastic 
sheet, is produced.

Beeswax is secreted by the four pair 
of wax glands on the underside of the 
abdomen. Bees must consume honey in 
order to produce the beeswax. Generally 
adult bees of about 9 to 16 days of age 
produce the beeswax needed. This newly-
secreted wax could be considered the only 
time it is called “pure”. Pure beeswax is not 
just one chemical compound. Rather it is 
a mixture of many, about 284, known as 
long-chain carbon compounds. Although 
not affected by water, these compounds 
can combine with other substances. Any 
attempts to remove contaminants of wax by 
chemical means will only destroy the wax.

Today beekeepers in the US can obtain 
wax foundation in many forms and many 
sizes. Some are suitable for the brood 
chamber and others suitable only for honey 
production. Wax destined for foundation 
is obtained from beekeepers in the United 
States. Importation from other countries is 
not done at this time. Beekeepers send their 
wax to two different companies that process 
the wax and sell the foundation through 
their own beekeeping supply company and 
to other equipment manufacturers. Wax 
only from cappings is preferred for honey 
production foundation.

Beekeepers can render their wax and 
send it to one of the two companies that 
process wax. The beekeeper can then receive 
cash or can purchase the equivalent in 
wax foundation or any other beekeeping 
equipment. The price paid to beekeepers, 
at present about US$5.00 per kilogram, can 
fluctuate according to supply and demand. 

No stringent testing of the wax is performed 
although samples can be sent to a laboratory 
occasionally to test for purity.

Before varroa mites arrived in the US 
in 1987 beekeepers used oxytetracycline 
(Terramycin®) to control American 
foulbrood. There was little need for 
medicines, such as fumagillin for nosema. 
However, varroa changed the way beekeepers 
took care of their bees. Fluvalinate (Apistan®) 
was used regularly, and carelessly, until 
the mite became resistant. Coumaphos 
(CheckMite®), an organophosphate 
pesticide, then was used in the hive. Mite 
resistance was predicted and did occur. Then 
thymol-based products and formic acid 
became the varroa treatments of choice. So 
various chemicals, including non-approved 
substances, have been present in the beehives 
during about 24 years.

Over the years little thought has been 
given to wax foundation. It has served 
beekeepers very well for a very long time. 
And then one day a short time ago CCD 
became the concern of beekeepers, especially 
here in the United States. Beekeepers were 
reporting mysterious losses of bees and the 
search began for the “cause”. Of course, 
many ideas were put forth, some discounted, 
some leading to further investigations. Today 
we speak of causes, not just a single cause.

During the research on CCD, 
Pennsylvania State University undertook an 
extensive analysis of beeswax foundation, 
along with trapped pollen, bee bread, wax 
from brood nest, brood and adult bees. The 
wax foundation came from six different 
commercial companies, two private sources 
and also included a sample of wax from wax-
coated plastic foundation.

The findings both surprised and 
astonished the researchers. They found 
121 different chemicals contaminating the 
hive. Pesticides (insecticides and miticides), 
fungicides and herbicides, as well as 
breakdown products and metabolites of 
those chemicals were found.

As expected, the most common 
miticides, fluvalinate and coumaphos, were 
found in wax foundation. A sample from an 
organic beekeeper was free of coumaphos but 
contained fluvalinate. The researchers were 
fortunate to find some old wax foundation 
dating before miticides were used. This 
foundation did not contain any miticides. 
However significant levels of other pesticides 

were found including ones no longer 
registered for use. 

As honey bees build their comb, that wax 
is pure. But nectar and pollen are brought 
into the hive and stored. The studies showed 
that pollen is heavily contaminated with 
many agricultural chemicals. Many of these 
compounds will combine with the comb wax. 

It is only recently that beekeepers in the US 
have begun rotating out comb from the brood 
area. As this wax is recycled into foundation the 
agricultural chemicals will be carried, chemically 
combined, into new wax foundation. So it is 
no surprise that wax foundation straight from 
the equipment suppliers arrives in the hive 
carrying contaminants.

Research is ongoing into the lethal, 
sublethal and synergistic effects of the 
various agricultural chemicals on bee brood 
and adult bees. However, it is a race to 
keep up with new agricultural chemicals 
appearing on the market. 

How do beekeepers view wax 
foundation? I contacted some beekeepers 
around the United States including those 
active in their local beekeepers association. 
I also asked various equipment suppliers 
about their sales of wax foundation and 
plastic foundation (including plastic frame-
foundation). What are beekeepers doing? 
What do suppliers sell? Well, the answers 
were interesting but widely different.

The equipment suppliers selling to all 
sizes of beekeeping operations were the most 
consistent in their answers. Suppliers agree 
that they are still selling wax foundation 
but plastic sales are increasing. The large 
commercial beekeepers have been using 
plastic foundation ever since it appeared on 
the market. At its inception the cost was 
greater initially than wax foundation but these 
beekeepers found it more economical over 
time. The plastic foundation, in sheets, could 
be installed in frames very quickly and did 
not require wiring, thus reducing both labor 
costs and supplies. Large honey producers 
found that the plastic foundation did not get 
destroyed in the extractors, again saving time 
and supplies. Furthermore the plastic was 
not damaged by wax moth. The advent of 
black plastic foundation meant that eggs and 
young larvae were more easily and quickly 
seen, giving a saving in labor, especially for 
large-scale queen rearing operations.  Today 
the plastic frame-foundation combination is 
the item of choice. 
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 It is interesting that quite a number of 
new beekeepers—and they are appearing 
by the thousands—are buying equipment 
already put together. Not only are the boxes, 
tops and bottoms being sold assembled but 
also the frames with foundation installed 
are requested. If the customer wishes for 
wooden frames, the foundation will be 
plastic. Otherwise the frame-foundation 
combination will be used. It is possible that a 
number of these new beekeepers have a full-
time occupation and may not have the time 
to spend knocking nails into wooden boards.

The information from the study done 
by Pennsylvania State University may not 
have reached many small-scale beekeepers. 
In this group one finds the traditionalists—
those who wish to use wax foundation 
and crosswire it as done in the past. There 
are the progressive ones using the plastic 
frame-foundation. Some of the small-scale 
beekeepers seem to use a mixture of wax, 
plastic in wooden frames and the plastic 
frame-foundation with no particular reasons 
given for the assortment. Another group of 
small-scale beekeepers is appearing. One 
could term these as “the green movement,” 

a term used by this group.
Some of the small-scale beekeepers 

seem to have little knowledge about wax 
foundation contamination. The information 
has not reached them. For others, who 
have read about contamination or have 
had it discussed in beekeeper meetings, the 
reactions seem to be mixed. Some feel that 
much more contamination from outside 
sources, such as pollen, are much worse 
than the contamination in foundation. 
One beekeeper in an urban area is more 
concerned about the various chemicals 
that homeowners are using on lawns and 
gardens. The small-scale beekeepers are 
being encouraged to rotate out comb more 
frequently, perhaps on a 2 or 3-year cycle.

The “green movement” beekeepers 
seem to be the most informed about the 
contaminants in wax foundation. Their 
approach to foundation varies. Some use a 
narrow strip of wax foundation fastened to 
the top bar of the frame. Since the result 
is comb that is loose in the frame, some 
beekeepers will wire the frame so that the 
comb built around the wires will not break 
loose during hive inspection. These combs 

are too fragile to use for extracted honey so 
these beekeepers harvest only comb honey. 
Some are using uncoated plastic sheets but 
are saving their own cappings wax to coat 
the plastic. At least these frames can be put 
in an extractor. 

Many small-scale beekeepers are avoiding 
using any medicines in their colonies in the 
attempt to control contamination from 
miticides. It is true that some of these 
beekeepers may have many colonies lost 
from varroa infestations. Some beekeepers 
are using mite resistant stock and some 
are dusting colonies with powdered sugar. 
It may be difficult to assess the overall 
success of these small-scale beekeepers. 
Still these beekeepers will have wax comb 
contamination from pollen.

It is certain that beeswax will continue 
to be contaminated with both beekeeper-
introduced and agricultural chemicals. 
Research will continue into the effects of 
all these chemicals but answers may not 
appear for several years. In the meantime 
beekeepers, both large-scale and small-scale 
will have to concentrate on practices that 
will benefit their bees.

We breed and supply to the trade, Carnolin Queens – 
nuclei’s- Package bees(swarms)- Live Working hives-  
Bees for business. We deliver sending all over the UK  
All the equipment –frames foundation bees queens hives,  
are new disease free including the traveling box
All We suggest you order early at; www.easybeeproducts.co.uk
Things we have no control of; Bees mating, Weather, Geological Eruptions. 
Delivery, goods in transit.

NEW WORKING HIVES + Bees £260.0 COLLECT,
5 frame B.S.N Nucs are £160.00 - delivery £30.00  
Queens are £31.50 each + post
Packages bees £155.00 each with queen collect.
Bees for business POA
Prices may fluctuate though the season with demand
Please send none return 20% deposit or full payment to confirm your order to:-

BEES QUEENS NUCLEUS & UK BEE PACKAGES 2011

Mike Roberts, Easybee products, High meadow, Henley bank, Green lane,  
Shurdington road, Brockworth, Gloucester, GL3-4PZ 
Phone: 01452-862420 or 07971 80 
Email: easybeeproducts@yahoo.co.uk
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Like many parts of England, the pretty village of Brianstpuddle in Dorsetshire, was deep in snow during December.

from our correspondents

ENGLAND 
Dr Nigel Payne

RECORD HEAT, RECORD COLD

A YEAR of huge contrasts!   
Beekeeping in the UK is governed 
by two factors:   Climate and 
Husbandry.   The beekeeper 

cannot influence the first,   but can do 
much about the second.   2010 saw the 
driest August for many years followed by 
the coldest December  since records began.     
Temperatures of minus  20 degrees Celsius 

and below were recorded, and even down here 
on the south coast we had minus 13 degrees 
at night.  Temperatures stayed below zero for 
days on end and the daily average was minus 
one degree overall!  Notwithstanding, 2010 
was the hottest year globally ever, and the 
second warmest year on record for the UK.  
The meteorolgical scientists tell us that these 
freak events are the result of low solar activity 
and unusual behaviour of the jet-stream, but 
how it all interacts appears to be, as yet, a 
mystery.   Here, for the first time in years, we 
had deep snow for two weeks, and getting 
about was virtually impossible without 4x4 

capability.  My old Landrover came into its 
own, but on the skating-rink conditions of 
compacted snow, the occasional slide was a 
regular thrill!   The hives were a picture, just 
like dark islands in a blanket of white.   By 
the time I got to them to clear the hive fronts 
of snow, there were already handfuls of dead 
bees at the entrances; they had been lured 
out by the high light intensity and quickly 
frozen to death. Taking emergency measures 
to prevent this from occurring when one 
has a few hives in the garden is feasible, but 
pretty-nigh impossible with out-apiaries 
scattered about in the countryside.     Come 

Nigel’s snow covered out-apiary, 20th December 2010.
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 January, and, would you believe, unusually 
mild conditions, with daytime temperatures 
up to 12 C, all colonies were given around 
3/4 kilo of fondant to supplement stores after 
such a prolonged spell of cold so early in the 
winter, and all appeared to be well despite 
the above losses.  Last week (early January) a 
few bees were flying from those hives which 
were lucky enough to catch the rays of the 
afternoon sun.  What a difference!

PLANNING AHEAD
Time to plan ahead - the new season will 
soon be upon us.   The first inspection of 
the year is but weeks away, and even at this 
early look-in it will be possible to identify 
those colonies which will stand up to either 
splitting or providing one or two nucs.   
Indeed, some will positively demand it, being 
so forward as to be certain to swarm early if 
not cooled down.   Taking out a couple of 
nucs will reduce the strength of the colony 
and, by virtue of replacing brood combs 
thus removed with either drawn comb or 
foundation, the queen will be given more 
laying space, again reducing the pressure to 
swarm.  In fact, it is quite possible to identify 
these colonies by simply walking round the 
apiary on a warm day and observing the 
level of activity at the entrances.   The very 
forward lots stand out head and shoulders 
above the rest.

PRICING HONEY

A perennial problem for beekeepers great 
and small is knowing what to charge 
the customers for our lovingly produced 
honey.  Looking at  shelves in supermarkets 
is not a good place to start! Blended honeys 
from mass producers overseas and even 
varietal honeys bear little relationship in 
my opinion to the situation of “cottage” 
beekeepers here in the UK and probably 
our big commercial brethren for that matter. 
If one adds up the costs of all consumables 
involved, including the huge rise in the cost 
of vehicle fuel for those with out-apiaries, be 
it petrol or diesel, then one begins to get a 
realistic idea of what we must charge per jar 
to make it a viable proposition.   Add on a 
reasonable profit margin, and without even 
thinking about the cost of one’s time, the end 
result is considerably more than one would 
have thought.   It is not easy to ascertain 
exactly what one’s fellow beekeepers are 
charging for their honey - beekeepers are a 
canny lot when all said and done - and local 
conditions vary enormously.     One chap at 
our local streetmarket in the county town 
was charging £6 for for honey in 1lb jars and 
they were selling like hot cakes!  But, of course, 
he did have to pay for his pitch, and that 
extra cost can make all the difference to the 

end-price it is necessary to charge in order 
to make the whole exercise worth while.  In 
our village shop that would be too much 
for the villagers to stomach.   There is no 
doubt that here in the UK, and most other 
places too probably, the public are becoming 
increasingly aware of the high quality and 
superior flavour of locally produced honey 
and are prepared to pay a realistic price for it.  
It is also thought that eating the local pollens 
present in local honeys may have a beneficial 
effect for hay-fever sufferers.   Be that as 
it may, or not, it is a point in our favour.   
We owe it to our craft and ourselves not to 
undervalue our product. 

SCOTLAND
Mike Thornley

SLADEN - BEE BREEDING AND OVERWINTERING.

Continuing where I left off in my last 
contribution, on training for trainers, I have 
been preparing for our local association’s 
course on beekeeping  by reading the tutor’s 
notes from the British Beekeepers Association 
‘Course in a Case’. Under the section dealing 
with winter preparations it states that the 
winter period starts at the end of August 
and continues to the end of December. I 
know what the writer means: that this is the 
period, at the start and end of which Varroa 
treatment can be carried out and when 
feeding, in late summer and early autumn, 
can take place. Thereafter, as the writer puts 
it, the colonies should be left in peace. As the 
days begin to lengthen, unseen like the bulbs 
emerging from the turf beneath the snow, the 
colonies start to expand.  Spring has already 
commenced but, at the moment in Scotland, 
it feels as if  we are still in the grip of an 
unusually long winter.

The snow arrived at the end of November 
the day before the excellent Bee Breeding and 
Morphometry course held in Fife, sponsored 
by the Scottish Beekeepers Association and 
the Bee Improvement and Bee Breeders 
Association. Fifty delegates braved the 
conditions to hear a range of presentations 
on the theoretical and practical aspects 
of bee breeding, with a special focus on 
conserving the native dark bee, Apis mellifera 
mellifera (-for a report of the event see ‘The 
Scottish Beekeeper’ January 2011 or to view 
some of the contributions go to  http://
www.sbai.uk/breeding/). Given the arctic 
conditions outside, hardiness displayed by 
the native dark bee seemed a particularly 
relevant characteristic to strive for in any 
bee breeding programme in this country 
(-a week later Scotland was paralysed by 
the snow and cold weather and the minister 

responsible for transport resigned, only 
confirming that politicians sometimes take 
themselves too seriously).

One of the references in the reading 
list handed out to delegates by Terry Clare, 
President of BIBBA, was “anything by 
FWL Sladen”. I was aware of Sladen’s ‘The 
Humble Bee: its life history and how to 
domesticate it’, the first draft of which he 
wrote in 1892 when he was 16 years old, 
and printed on a stencil copying machine. 
About Sladen’s honeybee keeping I knew 
nothing, a situation that was rectified by 
reference to the catalogues of the Moir 
Library, one of the world’s finest collections 
of bee books, owned by the SBA and now 
held jointly by the National Library of 
Scotland and the City of Edinburgh Council 
library services. Two of Sladen’s publications 
fitted the current circumstance: the slim 
volume ‘Queen Rearing in England’ and the 
pamphlet ‘Wintering bees in Canada’. 

In his preface to ‘Queen Rearing in 
England’ Sladen states that he started life 
with the intention of earning his living from 
bees. Before he was 20 he had established 
an apiary, sold honey and, subsequently, to 
increase his income, took up bee breeding 
and queen rearing. ‘Queen Rearing in 
England’ originally appeared in the British 
Bee Journal in 1904, when Sladen was 28. 
The caption to the photograph (of a brand 
new house) accompanying the preface reads: 
“FWL Sladen’s former home at Ripple, near 
Dover, built from the profits derived from 
bee breeding and queens in Ripple Court 
Apiary.” If it were true this might provide 
some encouragement to bee breeders in 
Scotland but it has to be acknowledged 
that Sladen, the eldest of 11 children and 
educated at home by tutors, probably was 
well supported by his family.

Perhaps because of his upbringing, the 
precocity evidenced in his early work on 
bumblebees is matched by that in his later 
book ‘Bee breeding in England’. There is 
very little, except morphometry, in this 
book that was not covered 100 years later 
at the course in Fife on that cold Saturday 
last November. Although his breeding 
objectives were different (Sladen in Kent was 
producing his British Goldens) the methods 
and equipment were largely the same as were 
the problems of maintaining so-called pure 
lines. However, what Sladen brought to the 
science of bee breeding was a wonderful 
turn of phrase. The British Black Bee, for 
instance, was “good tempered if pure, but 
rather excitable under manipulation, the 
bees rushing to the corner of the hive like 
a flock of sheep”. In a brilliant analogy of 
fecundity he described the spermatheca of a 
fertile queen as being “filled with countless 
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spermatazoa, which, under the microscope, 
are seen to be in motion, reminding one of a 
field of barley in the ear waving in a breeze.”

In 1912 Sladen moved to Canada 
to take up an appointment as assistant 
entomologist of apiculture in the 
Department of Agriculture. He had already 
visited the country ten years earlier and 
had expounded on the potential of its 
vast remote areas as being suitable for bee 
breeding which he felt in Britain could only 
be properly achieved on isolated islands 
(with which Scotland is well provided). 
One of the advisory notes that he wrote, 
published in 1920 a year before his untimely 
death at the age of 45, was ‘Wintering bees 
in Canada’.

In this note he set out the conditions 
for the successful over-wintering of bees in 
the severe Canadian climate:

1.   The need for strong colonies consisting 
of young bees headed by a queen of the 
same year. Where colonies were weak 
they should be amalgamated and all 
colonies should contain enough bees 
to “crowd over at least eight combs of 
Langstroth size”. 

2.  There must be an adequate supply of 
food “in the combs”. He saw a positive 
advantage in feeding sugar syrup which 
he considered to be an untainted and 
pure food, to reduce dysentery, and fed 
early enough to allow its consumption to 
create an area of empty cells in the lower 
part of the middle combs for the winter 
clusters to form before the onset of cold 
weather. He advised that colonies would 
require at least 40 pounds of stores and 
suggested, even with a Langstroth hive, 
that a smaller super of stores be placed 
above the brood chamber.

3.  Proper protection against the cold, either 
by grouping 4 hives together within an 
outer case or, in the coldest conditions, 
by placing colonies in cellars. The group 
of 4 hives were to be brought together 
gradually in the late summer so that 
they could be placed in 2 pairs, back to 
back and facing in opposite directions, 
with 2 sides each adjacent to their 
neighbours for warmth. The case was 
to be made out of tongue and groove 
boarding, constructed around the hives, 
leaving a 4” space to be filled with 
loose insulation material, with 8” of 
the same above and an air space below 
the communal roof. Reduced entrances 
were to be provided and Sladen 
recommended that a stake be driven 
into the ground between the external 
entrances to avoid drifting in spring 
when he advocated that inspections be 
delayed as late as possible.

 Although Sladen’s recommendations 
may seem excessive in the Scottish context, 
they still provide the essentials of good 
beekeeping practice.

Sometimes in the winters we have 
experienced these last 2 years I regret moving 
from double walled WBC hives that, as well 
as dealing with the cold, also throw off the 
heavy rain that we experience on the west 
coast. Instead my own bees are over-wintered 
in their Modified National hives mainly on 
double deeps, 8 frames on 8 frames with 
dummy boards to provide airspaces on each 
side, and insulation on top. The hives face 
south and pick up the midwinter sun so that 
when I opened the colonies on one of the 
few milder days in December, to trickle on 
oxalic acid in a sugar syrup solution against 
Varroa, I found all the clusters immediately 
behind the front face of the hives.

I have not yet considered building cases 
around the hives. However last Easter, while 
walking on Mochrum Fell, the highest 
point in the Machars (an area of southern 
Scotland replete with Bronze Age cairns, 
Iron Age forts and early Christian remains) 
I came upon an isolated apiary, probably 
a heather stance, where the hives were 
hunkered down in a small quarry. The hives 
looked enormous and I wondered what type 
they might be until I realised that they were 
conventional boxes surrounded by cases 
made out of tongue and groove boarding. In 
this inhospitable and unlikely location the 
bees were flying, confirmation that they had 
survived the long, cold winter.

IRELAND
Philip McCabe

IF we were to believe all we read then 
as sure as day follows night we would 
eat all we see. What’s he on about I 
hear you ask? Global warming! What 

is it anyway? From watching nature and 
environmental programmes on the telly 
it tells us that because of changes in our 
environment the ice caps are melting and that 
many islands and coastlines will be eroded 
off the face of the earth with all the extra 
water that will be the result. Well this winter 
in Ireland we had more snow than we have 
seen since 1947 – don’t remember it but the 
records are there. A lot of water was produced 
when the thaw set in but for us, well we 
are used to plenty of water. Now snow was 
one thing but the cold - well it went off the 
Richter scale as well. The ‘long johns’ were 
sold out of many department stores and the 
ducks and geese were in a bad way are they 
were land bound for a few weeks. Now what 
has all this to do with beekeeping? Well, I was 

 “Sometimes I regret moving from double walled WBCs to Modified 
Nationals.” (M Thornley)

Hives in wooden cases for winter protection, Mochrum Fell, Scotland. 
 (M Thornley)
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 delighted for my bees with the severe weather, 
I had done my usual cut-out from 3 brood 
frames for over wintering, that is removing an 
8cm, about 3 inches, section from across the 
bottom of the frames thus giving the ladies 
an extra space to cluster and of course the 
more of them that were together, the less food 
that was consumed, the more heat they could 
retain and less work for the undertakers. 

Apifondant was also available to the bees 
at all times. Now this is something that can be 
frowned on by some people but any day there 
was an increase in temperature, the booty was 
there for the bees to partake off. My dad use 
to say more colonies die in March, mostly 
from starvation while they are in the midst of 
plenty but the plenty is often granulated ivy 
honey which can be as hard as the hobs in hell 
thereby being useless to the bees as they will 
need to get some water. Most books you read 
recommend that the bees should be disturbed 
as little as possible until the middle of April. 
If you read that statement just check where 
the author lives because if it is in the north 
of Scotland or Sweden, there is probably 
good logic to such a comment – on the other 
hand if the author is from Devon or some 
southern state in the US then one would need 
to be careful that it applies to you and your 
bees. Most experienced beekeepers know 
themselves when to check and can keep an 
eye on the long range weather forecast before 
breaking the seals of propolis that the bees 
have worked so hard to keep their home wind 
and rain proof. Remember after you depart 
from the apiary, having checked your hives, 
our precious ladies go to work to seal up all 
the cracks. 

In Ireland we have a large increase in 
numbers of people taking up beekeeping for 
the first time. In all my years of keeping bees 
and trying to encourage new people to take 
up our most noble of ancient crafts, this year I 
believe will beat all records for new members. 
With the beginner’s classes now happening, 
my congratulations must go to all those 
associations who work tirelessly to train new 
members. 

Many exciting things are happening in 
Ireland this year. The Federation of Irish 
Beekeeper’s have launched The Year of the 
Honeybee with a series of presentations and 
seminars and in 2012 we will host a major 
Bee Health seminar under the auspices of 
the Apimondia standing Commission for 
Bee Health. One local company, Boyne 
Valley Honey Ltd., have set up a number of 
small Apiaries and recruited new members 
to manage them. This is a follow on from 
a very successful project from two years ago 
where they supplied a total of 4 full kits - 
hive complete, suit, gloves, smoker and of 
course bees. 

Beekeeping seminars have again taken 
place this year, in Dublin, Wexford and 
Galway with large turnouts at each event. 

Here’s hoping for a successful beekeeping 
year and a wonderful harvest.

Until the next time, happy Beekeeping.

BRITTANY
Job Pichon

THE 2010 SEASON

THE beekeping year 2010 has 
gone. So, how did it go as regards 
honey yields and colony health?

Here we had good harvests 
but, as always when this happens,  many 
beekeepers were unable to offload their 
honey to retailers for a reasonable price and 
had no choice but to accept a price of just  3 
- 3,50€  per kg.   A shocking state of affairs!

This year in an apiary of 14 hives I had, 
for the first time, large amounts of dead bees 
in front of many hives. It seems that they 
were highly infested with varroa mites with 
their cortege of viruses.The problem affected 
one stock to begin with and then spread 
throughout the whole apiary. Colonies were 
near collapse. In other apiaries I had no 
similar problems. It was surprising to find  
2 or  3 supers full of honey in mid August on 
the affected colonies. Samples of brood were 
sent to a laboratory in Montpelier which 

confirmed that the bees had suffered due to 
heavy mite infestations. In some cases many 
females were found in each capped cell. 
The  most seriously affected  colonies had 
not swarmed though they were headed by 
2 year old queens. Stocks with new queens 
had lower infestations.

Many beekeepers, like me, had colonies 
where supersedure had failed,  leaving us with 
queenless stocks. It is said that new queens 
are sometimes wingless (due to varroa) and 
are unable to fly and mate But what do 
you do with several queenless colonies with 
good stores and frames  in September? In 
the future we need to have more young 
queens in readiness for requeening such 
colonies. They will need to be  raised and 
mated in May or June.  As varroa was such 
a problem this year it seemed to occupy 
our thoughts more than usual.  For control 
we used apivar for mite control, two strips 
per colony, 10 weeks after taking off the 
honey - just like  other years. Probably next 
year it will be better to raise queens above 
queenright  colonies, with worker or drone 
brood to catch the mites. In broodless stocks 
some mites infest queen cells and damage 
the pupae.

Adam Vevers, a regional bee inspector 
from England, visited us.  It’s always good to 
meet beekeepers from other countries and 
interesting  to learn about their methods 
of beekeeping. We  opened many hives, 

Dead bees outside a hive. Many colonies were similarly affected.
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looking at the brood. No AFB was found, 
but varroa mites were in evidence in some 
stocks.

The weather was very cold with snow 
for many days in December. However, if the 
colonies have enough stores coldness is not 
necessarily a bad thing.  If I have 10% losses 
this winter, this will be normal.

A friend told me recently that his bees 
were very aggressive when he put a bag of 
candy on each colony. I replied “ My bees 
are very quiet. I never disturb them in winter 
as they had enough stores in November. 
If, after that,  some don’t manage their 
stores well, they are bad stocks and natural 
selection will work against them.” 

Today, January 16th, it is about 12 °C,  
bees are collecting water and probably the 
first brood is being reared. Honey selling has 
improved  but now we all need a  registered 
number, whether we have  one hive or 
thousands. If, like me, you have more than 
10 hives, you have to pay a tax.  

Beekeepers from Cornwall visited us - it is always 
good to share beekeeping knowledge and 
experiences.

Brood combs showing a heavy rate of mortality.

A colony with good winter stores.

THE NETHERLANDS
Ko Zoet

AS I write it is bitterly cold. Whilst 
the ambient temperature is minus 
6C,  the chill factor from the 
Beaufort 8 easterly wind brings 

it down to  minus 15C. Last night we even 
had ice flowers on the glass windows on 
the east side of our house notwithstanding 
an inside temperature of 20 degrees. I look 
at the editor’s temperatures in Greece with 
some jealousy.

HONEY BOUND 

In 2009 I was somewhat hampered in 
tending my bees, enjoying my bees and 
writing for the BKQ. I will try to make up 
for lost time now. It  seems to be a universal 
rule that having less time relates to the fact 
that much is going wrong. For me the long 
range weather forecast in July 2009 played a 
significant role. My main honey crop is from 
Erica vulgaris. As usual the brood chambers 
of my hives were completely filled with bees, 
brood and food. Heather blooming started 
in the  last ten days of July 2009. Normally I 
start with a super for comb honey and with 
favourable weather a second and third super 
will be added for extracted honey. In the 
first week of August I had to leave my bees 
for some weeks. Before going away I had to 
make the decision whether or not to leave 
my bees with one or two supers. This might 
seem to be a very simple decision; however 
as things turned out there were some serious  
consequences. The weather was changeable 
and the long range forecast was clear with 
windy conditions, low temperatures and 
intermittent rain. The frames in the honey 
chamber contained a small amount of 
nectar. Taking into account all these facts I 
first decided not to place a super for comb 
honey. The next decision was to leave the 
bees with one super. It is better to have one 
super with capped honey than two supers 
with nectar. Satisfied with my decisions I left 
the bees to get on as best as they could.  Of 
course, whilst away, I eagerly followed the 
weather situation. The first week was windy 
with some rain in accordance with the 
forecast. Everybody happy.  Afterwards the  
weather changed somewhat for the better, 
but not enough to become anxious about 
my bees. Coming home in the third week 
of August I went hesitantly to my bee yard. 
All frames of the super and brood chamber 
were filled with capped honey. I had not 
taken into account that in the small valleys 
between the dunes with blooming heather 
the temperature is some degrees higher than 
on  open moorland. The bees took advantage 
of the situation and the beekeeper was the 

loser. Of course, it was a beautiful sight 
to see all these frames filled with honey; 
however, the colonies were honey-bound. 
There were only  a few cells with capped 
brood on one or two combs. No eggs and 
no larvae. Normally 5 to 8 frames filled 
mainly with capped brood accounts for my 
winter bees. Naturally, I had a great fear for 
the bees’ survival during the coming winter 
months. The winter 2009/2010 was colder 
than usual. The coldest since 1996. I will 
never forget the first inspection in April. A 
handful of bees with a queen and some cells 
with open and closed brood.  I combined 
the remnants. Of course the hives were too 
weak for swarming. Notwithstanding the 
difficult start the colonies grew and I was 
impressed by the resilience of the bees. On 
average, this season, they gathered a crop of 
40 pounds of heather honey made on the 
Island of Terschelling, ripened in red cedar 
boxes, with a delicious taste and the smell 
of the summer.  

THE OTHER SIDE OF BEEKEEPING

In volume 100 of the BKQ  I gave a short 
history of my beekeeping. It will be clear to 
you that I would never have been without  
bees; they were and are still an important 
part of my life. However, as I grow older, my 
attitude to and interest in bees has changed 
from practical beekeeping to thinking about 
all the things we know about them and 
more interestingly all the facts we think we 
know about them. During quiet moments 
I play with my own opinions.  Do you 
always willingly accept what you read? Even 
when the rules are called fixed rules? Be self-
critical and questioning; it is not difficult 
and I am bold enough to say that every 
beekeeper is or should be. It is a necessary 
trait and I think it is the only possible way 
of furthering our knowledge of bees. I enjoy 
it. Examples are all around us. Thousands of 
books have been written with instructions 
on how to handle bees. Why so many? A 
part of the story is giving an insight into 
and imparting the ideas that the author is 
convinced of. With so much writing about 
a subject - with each author having their 
own ideas and opinions, it emphasises the 
fact that we don’t know the real answers to 
many things. 

Beekeeping is standing stiff from fixed 
rules. An example: In normal circumstances 
there is one queen in a hive. That’s the story 
I tell to the visitors gathered around the 
observation hive in our museum. Some years 
ago a group of Germans were visiting. It was 
in the month of September. The Queen was 
marked and I showed her to the visitors. 
From the other side of the observation hive 
I heard saying “Hier is die Köningin”. “ No 
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 sir,” I answered “Die markierte Köningin is 
hier’. “Nein, sagte der Mann, die Köningin 
ist hier”. I was immensely irritated by this. 
I thought to myself, “what a conceited 
person” but said in friendly way that he had 
probably seen a drone. However, he insisted 
that he had seen a queen.  At last I went 
to the other side of the observation hive 
and..... he was right. Two queens laying eggs 
on both sides of the same frame. How was 
this possible and where can we read of this 
phenomena? Moreover I ask myself  whether 
this situation will be a phenomena or more 
or less a normal situation. A shortage of 
queen pheromone from the marked queen 
seems to be out of question. In this case 
the bees would have eliminated her but she 
had a court. Thousands of books have been 
written about bees but did we ever read this? 
Afterwards I had a little chat with the person 
who saw the unmarked queen. He seemed 
to be a beekeeper himself so now his attitude 
was clear to me. 

ASTONISHMENT STILL GROWING

To prevent the observation hive from 
becoming overpopulated we remove a frame 
with sealed brood in June and replace it 
with a frame of foundation. This becomes 
the bottom of a three frame hive.  When 
necessary the bees take food via a glass 
bottle with holes in the lid. Going back to 
two queens in one hive: I thought it was 
a remarkable exception until the summer 
of 2010. The situation repeated itself in 
the extreme. One marked queen was busy 
laying eggs and an unmarked queen was 
walking around on the same side of the 
frame. She approached the egg laying queen 
and I held my breath. To my astonishment 
the two ladies made antennal contact. I 
looked at them with incredulous eyes. 
After a few moments the unmarked queen 
went on her way. What do you think about 
this? Again I doubt whether it will be an 
exception - two queens in one hive doing 
the work we expect one queen is doing. 
Next question. Why did the two ladies show 
no aggression towards each other and why 
was the unmarked queen  accepted by the 
bees? What about our knowledge of queen 
pheromones. Do you understand? I don’t. 
Four days later only the marked queen was 
present. The bees had not cast a swarm 
and the marked lady walked like a queen, 
supreme and apparently unchallenged in 
her own realm. Sometime or other all of this 
will be unravelled and ....there will be new 
questions. That’s the other side of enjoying 
beekeeping. Next time I hope to tell you 
about beekeeping events in the Netherlands 
and some more questions about ‘settled 
facts’ with further questions about them. 

AUSTRALIA
Geoff Manning

IN THE WET

MORE weather, and most 
of it wet.  From north to 
south and east to west it 
is wet.  Some places just 

wetter than others.
Somewhere I have a beach umbrella.  

You know, the type that advertises exotic 
alcoholic beverages. I don’t know if it has 
ever been on a beach.  I bought it second 
hand, so it may have been there in a 
previous life.  I use it, or more correctly, 
have used it in the past as a shelter from 
the sun at markets, and also from rain 
when putting out queen cells.  Most of 
the grafts I have done this year did not 
get put out.  One thing to graft during 
a break in  the weather, another to do it 
so that in ten days time there is also an 
appropriate break.  I have thought about 
digging out the umbrella, but something 
seems to have happened to my youthful 
enthusiasm.

Real queen breeders often have their 
cell builders under cover, and the beach 
umbrella is certainly not my original idea 
when putting out cells or catching queens.  
During prolonged wet weather there is the 
ever present danger of the mating nucs 
being robbed, especially when catching.  
Again this can be alleviated by using 
cages that go over nucs and operator, but 
the disturbance during catching often is 
enough to get the place in an uproar.

The one thing that cannot be fixed 
or alleviated is the likelihood, no, the 
near certainty, of poor matings.  For this 
reason a queen breeding mate not far 
from here is considering packing up till 
the weather improves.   According to the 
weather gurus he is in for a long holiday.

So even if I do find the umbrella, and 
use it, the resulting matings are likely to 
be pretty unimpressive.  I might just give 
it a miss.

I wrote the above between Christmas 
and New Year.  Since then things have gone 
from bad to worse.  Real rain.  Flooding 
rain. Record breaking rain.  No doubt 
some of you will have seen on TV the 
devastation that hit the city of Toowoomba, 
third largest city in Queensland.  And as 
I pen these words Brisbane is about to get 
hit.  There is no doubt that this rain event 
is unprecedented.  Not so much for the 
flood heights, though in some cases these 
are the highest on record, but rather both 
the extent, and the extended period, that 
the rain has been falling.  One town has 

been flooded five times in three weeks.  
Not only damage to property, but loss 
of life, something that is uncommon in 
Australian floods.

Australia Flood Map, 15th January 2011 

Where I live we have missed the 
worst of the deluge, it is to the north, 
west and south of us.  Not to say that it 
hasn’t rained, just not as bad as elsewhere.  
However it has not finished yet.  The 
forecast tonight is for rain right across 
the top end of Australia, and down the 
eastern side as far as Tasmania.

So far in Queensland there are reports 
of  one thousand hives lost, plus some 
in New South Wales.  There will almost 
certainly be more, the land flooded 
includes some of the most important 
beekeeping areas in the country.  One 
beekeeper of my acquaintance managed 
to get three loads out before the flood 
came down, but couldn’t get in to save the 
fourth. 

No doubt it will eventually end.  The 
silver lining is that with this amount of 
ground water, the country over the divide 
should be set for good crops for two or 
three years to come.
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I WORK for an established queen 
breeder and over the next several issues 
of the BKQ I shall be describing to you 
the different tasks that my colleagues 

and I undertake during the course of a 
queen rearing season in Denmark. The work 
is varied, challenging, interesting, and takes 
many years to master. 

I myself am no master, having only 
been working as a fulltime beekeeper for a 
year. About 18 months ago I found myself 
out of work after falling victim to the Great 
Recession, which brought an end to an eight 
year stint working as an archaeologist. As 
one chapter closes so comes the opportunity 
for another, and I set about searching for 
something else to do. In the end I exchanged 
my archaeologists trowel for a hive tool 
and smoker, and set about learning the 
art of beekeeping and queen rearing. I am 
fortunate to be working alongside a couple 
of very experienced and dedicated bee-
masters and so could not hope to be in a 
better place to learn the craft. 

Our work at the bee farm involves 
rearing several thousand Danish Buckfast 
queens a year, the majority of which are sold 
to domestic customers. Grafting takes place 
at the farm and in addition we maintain 20 
out-apiaries. Poul-Erik Sørensen, who runs 
the operation, has been breeding  queens for 

nearly 40 years and is Scandinavia’s largest 
queen producer. At the height of the season, 
with up to 180 virgin queens emerging every 
day, there will be five of us working full time 
to ensure all the work gets done. 

We carry out our work in the vicinity of 
the town of Skanderborg in the eastern part 
of Jutland (Jylland). The Jutland Peninsula 
borders Germany to the south with the 
rest of Denmark being made up of many 
islands, the largest of which are Zealand 
(Sjælland) and Funen (Fyn). The country 
has a temperate climate similar to Britain, 
with a largely flat or low lying topography. 
The highest point of Denmark, ’Møllehøj’ 
is located a few kilometres to the south of 
Skanderborg, and is a mere 171m above sea 
level.

The Danish Buckfast bee is now very 
well established in Denmark and as the 
name suggests is derived from stocks 
imported from Buckfast Abbey over the 
course of several years in the 1980’s. Around 
the end of the 80’s, a group of bee breeders 
in Denmark set up the Danish Buckfast 
Breeders Association (Avlerringen). In 
1993, members of the Association spent a 
week at Buckfast Abbey, where they were 
able to witness first hand the work of the 
beekeeping department and meet Brother 
Adam, who by that time had retired from his 

work as head of the department. For many 
years now the Association has not imported 
breeding material from the Abbey, but has 
instead concentrated on developing its own 
strain, known as the Danish Buckfast bee, 
employing the same breeding methods as 
Brother Adam.  

Danish Buckfast bee breeders strive 
to produce queens with a number of 
key characteristics that are desirable to 
beekeepers, and each year the majority 
of the breeders participate in a consumer 
test undertaken by the Association of 
Danish Beekeepers. Colonies are assessed 
by experts and given scores for the traits 
which are considered of paramount 
importance, notably: resistance to disease 
(hygienic behaviour), honey production, 
swarm tendency, comb behaviour and 
temperament. The breeders are given an 
overall final score and the results of the test 
are set out in a published annual report. 
This report represents a quality control for 
Buckfast queens in Denmark and helps to 
maintain the highest standards. 

Here in Skanderborg we use up to 200 
colonies of bees for the selection of new 
breeder queens, all of which are mated on 
the isolated island of Tunø, which lies off the 
eastern coast of Jutland. After two years of 
testing, between ten and 15 breeder queens 

DENMARK
Anthony Lee

Queen Breeding and Rearing in Denmark

Former archaelogist, now beekeeper, Anthony Lee.



 are selected for the year’s production, from 
around ten different breeding lines. 

Visits to Tunø are an integral part of 
our work in summer. Early in the morning, 
every Thursday, we load up our van with 
small mating hives - each containing a virgin 
Danish Buckfast queen and a few hundred 
bees - and take the ferry over to the island 
in the Kattegat Sea. We return home in the 
evening with our vehicle full of mating hives 
containing newly mated queens that have 
spent two weeks on the island.

Right now here in Denmark we are in 
the middle of a second consecutive very 
cold winter. The winter of 2009-10 was a 
particularly long one. Spring came so late 
that for the first time in 20 years we pushed 
back the first day proper of the queen rearing 
season (first grafting date), from 16th to 
the 22nd May. Despite this slow start, 
2010 turned out to be an excellent year for 
beekeepers in Denmark, with particularly 
high honey yields. However, winter also 
arrived very early towards the end of 2010. 
Fortunately, we managed to treat the bees 
for Varroa with Oxalic Acid in November, 
before the onset of a very cold spell during 
December. The generally established idea 
here in Denmark is to give the bees Oxalic 
Acid in December, when the colonies are free 
of brood and the temperature is not too low. 
However, our bees were found to be totally 
brood free in November and therefore we 
treated then. We are glad that we did, as 
the weather turned cold so quickly at the 
end of November that many beekeepers 

in Denmark were caught out and colonies 
remain untreated. I’ve been speculating 
that perhaps the bees somehow knew that 
there was going to be an early winter and 
shut down activity in anticipation, hence a 
relatively early absence of brood this year. It 
also brought to mind something I’d heard 
discussed at the end of summer: that an 
early winter might be on the cards because 
many migratory birds were observed leaving 
Denmark a week or two earlier than usual. 

Winter is a time for those of us who are 
employed on a seasonal basis at the bee farm 
to take a long holiday somewhere warm, to 
relax, reflect on the seasons work, repair, 
make or perhaps devise some new piece 
of beekeeping equipment, and for those 
of us who are relatively new to the world 
of queen rearing: read lots of books. I am 
currently studying ”Breeding Super Bees” by 
Steve Taber, and ”Breeding Techniques and 
Selection for Breeding of the Honeybee” by 
Friedrich Ruttner. Queen breeders are also 
busy at this time of year assessing the data 
they have collected throughout the season, 
in order to decide which queens to use as 
breeders the following year. This is critically 
important work, and is the reason why we 
take special notebooks with us when visiting 
the out-apiaries throughout the season, more 
about which I shall detail in a future article.  

The bees will be left alone now until the 
end of March, when the first tasks of the 
new season will be to check that the bees are 
not running too low on winter stores, and to 
take samples for Nosema testing. 

Varroa control with oxalic acid was done earlier 
this year because the hives were broodless much 
sooner than we expected. 

Varroa mite knocked down after treatment.

Below: Map of Denmark

The severe weather started in December. The hives are placed in a circle to prevent drifting.
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SWEDEN
Kristoffer Hillebrandt 

A BRIEF LOOK AT BEEKEEPING IN SWEDEN
Sweden is not a bee country. It represents a 
very tiny part of the agricultural scene  and  
most of the apiaries are quite small. Of the 
15,000 beekeepers most are hobbyists with 
only a few beehives. Beekeeping is mostly 
concentrated in the south and the middle 
of Sweden for in the North and inside the 
country near the Scandinavian Mountains 
the season is very short and the winters are 
very harsh.

 Kristoffer lives near Bollebygd - half way between 
Göteborg and Borås.

HONEY YIELDS AND PRICES

The Swedish beekeeping association has 
many local branches and each one helps to 
organise meetings, events and courses as well 
as buying the honey from its members. The 
price of honey is about 30 Swedish Krones 
per 1 kg ( a little under 3 euro ). The average 
yield is about 30 kg per colony, but this can 
vary enormously depending on the apiary 
location and the weather. For instance, 
where I live I expect a harvest of  15-19 kg 
from each hive. The best yields are often in 
the southern agricultural region of Skåne.

BEE LOSSES

Winter losses are generally quite high - 
about  20-30% - the main reasons being the 
extremes of weather, lack of (access to) food 
and, of course, varroa-related problems. 
Whilst varroa control is obligatory under 
Swedish law, the many remedies available to 
beekeepers do not seem to be as  efficacious 
as one would hope, so varroa continues to be 
a great cause of concern for us. 

OUR BEES

We have four main races of bees:
Buckfast -  created by Brother Adam
Italian Yellow - Apis mellifiera ligustica
Krainer Bee- Apis mellifiera carnica
Nordic Bee- Apis mellifiera mellifiera
In some areas the  races are so mixed up, 
they are referred to  as  the “neighbourhood 
mixture”. The Nordic race is a domestic 
Scandinavian bee which is now in the 
minority, as the Buckfast, Italian and Krainer 
are now dominating Sweden. Each of the 
races has its devotees, these beekeepers being 
adversaries of other races; they are seldom 
impartial. The latest piece of news is of the 
Elgon Bee which  was created by crossing  
Buckfasts with other races.

BEE HIVES
Beekeepers have a choice of several types of 
hives  - the Norwegian, Svea, LS, Langstroth 
and Dadant  - made from either wood or 
plastic, and some of them still in use are old 
fashioned from the distant past. 

FORAGE

The bees are not short of forage plants in 
Sweden; a full list would fill pages, but chief 
amongst them are:
 -  spring flowers - crocus, willow, sallow 

and hazel 
 -  trees- fruit trees, maple, lime and 

chestnut
 -  forest plants - bilberry, cowberry, 

raspberry and blackberry
 -  cultivated garden plants  including 

currant and gooseberry and the weeds 
dandelion and thistle  

 -  agricultural crops (in the south) oil 
plants, particularly rape, and clover and 
poppy

 -  autumn - heather, which needs pressing 
from the combs. 

MORE BEEKEEPERS NEEDED

For many years there has been a decline in 
the number of beekeepers and apiaries.  The 
beekeeping association is striving to maintain 
a strong membership by recruiting new 
members through advertising campaigns, 
by holding meetings and training courses, 
hoping to attract youths, women and 
immigrants - for most beekeepers in Sweden 
are elderly men. The campaign seems to be 
working - so there is hope for the future. 

We have just experienced a very severe 
winter in Sweden - similar to last year. Such 
winters can cause  significant losses.

We will see how many bees will be  flying 
out in the spring.

View a range of back copies free. 

Full digital subscription only £15. 

Existing postal subscribers who require an 
additional digital subscription £5 but contact NBB 
for necessary voucher code.
http://www.bkq.org.uk/

This will allow readers to easily search the text for 
subjects and over time we hope to incorporate a 
series of active links from this digital edition to  
bee sites, commercial, academic and general.

Both The Editor at manifest@runbox.com and  
The Publishers at bkq@recordermail.demon.co.uk 
would be pleased to hear your comments on this  
new development. Jeremy & Ruth Burbidge, Publishers

Old type of  
Danish Hive -  
the Tragkupa.
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THE honey bee is the single most 
important animal pollinator. In 
recent years, the proportion of 
animal-pollinated crops has risen 

rapidly (>300%); meanwhile, some parts of 
the world are experiencing a decline in wild 
and managed bee populations: the number 
of hives has decreased in England and 
Wales by approximately 75% since 1910. 
Globally, this is resulting in agicultural need 
outstripping the availability of honey bees, 
especially since 1991.

Reasons responsible for the decline 
in the honey bees are complex and multi-
faceted and involve numerous diseases 
and pests including viruses, Noseama, and 
Varroa mites. Additionally, Varroa mites are 
now resistant to many acaricides treatments, 
such as Apistan. The mites can kill colonies 
when they reach high levels but they also 
vector virus diseases, which in combination 
with lower levels of Varroa can kill colonies. 
Lastly, loss of forage is most definitely an 
important issue. Healthy or sick, our bees 
need to eat. Less available forage translates 
into insufficient honey stores to see the bees 
through those long winter months.

Why might there be fewer flowers for 
bees? Less available forage reflects changes 
in land use. Hay meadows are increasingly 
rare, and heather moorland is in decline. 
Traditionally, clover pastures were a 
common source of nitrogen for farms, but 
commercial fertilizers have largely replaced 
these. Agricultural land has fewer weeds and 
wild flowers (Figure 1). Therefore, although 
Britain is 75% farmland, the typical bucolic 
image of the countryside that we see from 
the train actually offers very few flowers. All 

of this results in less nectar and pollen for 
bees and other pollinators.

Recommendations made on land-use 
policy to reverse this decline in honey bee 
populations will be more effective with a 
better understanding of how forager bees are 
using the existing landscape. There are many 
important questions: during which months 
of the year is there less forage for bees? How 
do the bees respond to lack of food when 
it comes to organizing their work force? 
What is the relative contribution of urban 
and rural landscapes? Which parts of the 
landscape are most attractive to bees? 

Here at the Laboratory of Apiculture 
and Social Insects (LASI), we are working 
hard to investigate these issues in Project 2 
of the Sussex Plan “How good is the British 
countryside for bees? Decoding waggle 
dances to determine where honey bees 
forage”. 

HOW DO WE KNOW WHERE HONEY BEES FORAGE? 

The honey bee is unique in that it is the 
only animal that tells you where it has 
been foraging. This is communicated by 
the waggle dance (Figure 2), which was 
discovered by Karl von Frisch in work that 
earned him a Nobel Prize in 1973. In the 
waggle dance, a successful honey bee forager 
returns to the hive and tells her nestmates 
where she has been collecting nectar and 
pollen by waggling her body in successive 
figure-eights. The direction in which she 
waggles her body relative to vertical on 
the wax comb is the direction of the food 
source relative to the sun. The duration of 
her waggle denotes distance, with 1 second 
of waggling being approximately 1km of 

flight. The bee will repeat the waggle run any 
number of times, from 1 to approximately 
100 times. 

Only foragers who have found relatively 
profitable patches are likely to dance. In this 
way, the colony is able to direct its efforts 
to the most fruitful areas. This recruitment 
strategy allows for both positive and negative 
feedback: a bee that has followed a dance 
and been recruited to a really good patch will 
then, after foraging, herself dance to recruit 
more bees. Alternatively, if a patch becomes 
depleted, its visitors are unlikely to dance, so 
the workforce will be redirected elsewhere.

By housing colonies in observation 
hives, we are able to eavesdrop on these 
conversations. We use video cameras, 
computers, video software, and a protractor 
to decode by hand individual waggle 
dances by precisely measuring the angle 
and duration of the dance. Although this 
does not tell us precisely which flowers a 
bee visited, it does show what general areas 
are providing forage. In this way, decoding 
dances is an effective means of investigating 
honey bee foraging ecology.

HOW WILL HONEY BEES AND OTHER 
POLLINATORS BENEFIT FROM THE RESULTS OF 
THE PROjECT?

This information will be of value to people 
who are responsible for growing plants 
and who want to make Britain a more 
bee and insect friendly country, including 
farmers, land managers, parks departments, 
and gardeners. The research will generate 
specific information that will feed into 
recommendations to those in a position to 
help the honey bee.

Wild flowers growing on chalk downland in Surrey. Intensified farming has resulted in the loss of over 
90% of unimproved lowland grasslands. This land, dominated by unsown communities of native wild 

flowers, is an important source of forage for bees and habitat for other insects, including butterflies and 
bumble bees (Photo courtesy of Francis Ratnieks).
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Additionally, honey bees are generalist 
foragers, which means they visit a large number 
of plant species that are also visited by other 
pollinating insects. Therefore, locations that 
are good for the honey bee will also be good 
for many other pollinators, including bumble 
bees, wild bees, butterflies, and hoverflies, 
thereb y benefiting wildlife in general.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED SO FAR?

We have now analyzed dances for August-
October 2009 and March-July 2010. Almost 
no foraging takes place between November 
and February. Already we can observe several 
interesting patterns. The average distance 
that an individual forager flies varies with 
the month. For hives located in rural East 
Sussex at The University of Sussex, bees fly 
the furthest in the summer, averaging over 
4km in July and August.

Flight is costly both in terms of energy (a 
bee must consume valuable honey to power 
flight) and time, and of course the longer 
a bee is in flight, the more it is exposed to 
predation and the risk of getting lost. All 
of this means that a bee will not fly far if 
forage is available close by. Therefore, our 
results indicate that the summer months are 
actually a challenging time for our bees. This 
is surprising and goes against commonly held 
perceptions. Most people probably think 
that the summer, with its warmer weather, 
is the best time for bees; but it is the spring 
time in which flowers are most abundant. 
One recommendation arising from this 

work could therefore be to encourage the 
planting of nectar-rich plants that bloom in 
high summer.

Distances decrease into autumn, and 
in September and October the average is 
only 2km. It is likely this decrease reflects 
the flowering of ivy (Hedera helix), which 
is a common native plant. Ivy is typically 
the last nectar flow of the season before the 
bees begin overwintering and is a magnet 
for all kinds of insects. The creeping ivy 
with its hand-shaped leaves is the immature 
plant and does not flower. When ivy finds 
a sunny location, it matures, making oval 
leaves, woody stems and many flowers. Ivy 
also produces berries that are a winter food 
supply for many birds. Ivy is surprisingly 
common. Wherever you look, whether in 
town or countryside, you will see it on walls, 
buildings, and trees.  

In March, the majority of foraging was 
at short distances (<1km). The University 
of Sussex campus contains many patches of 
spring bulbs like crocuses and snowdrops 
(Figure 3). Although these species are not 
native to Britain, they are both popular 
garden plants. Therefore, at a time of year 
when bees need pollen to feed their new 
brood, urban gardens and parks may be an 
important repository of food, at least until 
the wild flowers like dandelions start to 
bloom.

We saw a great deal of foraging in 
the surrounding urban and suburban 
areas of Brighton and other small towns. 
Interestingly, a higher proportion of urban 

visits happened in summer compared to 
spring. Therefore, at a time of year when 
forage is less available, the bees are able to find 
nectar and pollen in urban environments. It 
is likely that parks, gardens and cemeteries 
provide a wide variety of plants. Having 
many different species of plants ensures a 
more constant supply of nectar and pollen, 
as each plant will bloom at different times. 
In this way, urban environments might 
show less fluctuation in forage availability 
than a more rural landscape dominated by 
monocrops. 

A large number of dances were decoded 
to local nature reserves like Stanmer Park, 
which is located just NW of campus, and 
Castle Hill National Nature Reserve, which is 
SE of campus. Upon investigation, we found 
a local park and the neighbouring farms to 
be covered with pastures of white clover. We 
found the bees will fly many kilometres to 
visit these ‘clover leys’. Additionally, Castle 
Hill NNR has several fields abundant with 
wild flowers. 

By graphing individual dances with 
colour-coded dots for each month, we are 
able to pinpoint which areas are visited 
during different seasons (Figure 4). 

This method of visualization provides a 
powerful tool. We can identify at a glance 
what areas are key foraging locations. 
Additionally, we see which sections of the 
landscape are relatively untouched. For 
example, there were no dances to the area 
north-east of campus for August 2009. This 
land is mostly farmland. It will be interesting 
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Left: A returning forager performs a waggle dance. This communication informs her nestmates 
of a foraging location, given in distance and angle relative to the sun. Picture by Lila Morris from 
video of dancing bee that can be viewed at  
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/lasi/resources/education/whatbeesdo

Above: A honey bee collects pollen from a crocus on 1 March, 2010. Spring bulbs are popular 
garden plants and an important source of springtime pollen for bees 
(Photo courtesy of Francis Ratnieks).

Right: Patterns of individual dances varied with month (August, September, October 2009 and 
March 2010). Bees forage on a variety of habitats, including urban (gardens, cemeteries) and 
suburban (parks and nature reserves), agricultural, and unimproved grassland. 
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to monitor over the next year if this specific 
pattern remains and to determine what is 
growing there. In contrast, during that same 
month, bees were heavily visiting north-west 
of campus. The foraging range includes part 
of the South Downs, the city of Brighton, 
and smaller villages. 

WHO FUNDS OUR RESEARCH?

LASI Research on The Sussex Plan for 
Honey Bee Health and Well-being is entirely 
funded by philanthropic donations. These 
donations have come from a wide variety 
of sources including companies, trusts and 
foundations, beekeeper associations and 
individuals. The commitment shown by 
LASI donors to this vital research is crucial 
to finding evidence-based solutions to the 
problems facing the honey bee, solutions that 
will also impact positively on all pollinators. 
It is essential that the Laboratory continues 
to attract generous funding to ensure that 
the research continues to help the honey bee.

Project 2 is supported by three major 
donors: Burt’s Bees, a company whose 
ethos supports sustainability and ecological 
responsibility and which has strong links 
to bees in its name, in its products and in 
its founder, US beekeeper Burt Kravitz; 
Waitrose, a leading supermarket with a 
strong commitment to social responsibility; 
and Nineveh Charitable Trust, which 
is an agricultural charity promoting 
the preservation of the countryside. 
These independent support schemes are 
complementary in that Nineveh and 
Waitrose predominantly have hired the 
project’s personnel and Burt’s Bees has 

funded equipment. The project is critically 
dependent on all three.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

In August, Project 2 completed its first year 
of data collection. However, we are nowhere 
near finished. For scientific research to 
be published in peer-reviewed journals, it 
is important to demonstrate replication. 
Therefore, we must monitor dances for a 
minimum of two years to allow for pattern 
comparison between 2009-2010 and 2010-
2011.

Additionally, this next year will include 
some ‘ground work’ in which we visit 
decoded locations to determine what 
specific plants are present. These new areas 
will require microscopy and keys to identify 
what species’ pollen is being collected. If 
possible, we plan to integrate the use of 
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and to 
collaborate with geographers who already 
are versed in land-use databases.

Finally, it is also important to calibrate 
the dances. The equation that we use to 
convert seconds of waggle to metres of flight 
is based on Karl von Frisch’s data. However, 
we know that different subspecies of honey 
bees have a slightly different seconds-to-
metres translation. It is important we figure 
out just what our bees are telling us with 
each second of waggle.

Calibration is an essential step, but it 
is one that may be done at any time in the 
project. We plan to undertake this important 
task in the upcoming year. It will involve 
decoding dances of individual bees that have 
foraged at a known location. Here we have 

enlisted the help of Plumpton Agricultural 
College. Located an ideal 2-7km from 
LASI, Plumpton College will plant for 
us large patches of borage that should be 
very attractive to bees. These patches will 
be located in 2-3 known distances from 
LASI. To calibrate for shorter distances, 
we will train bees to nearby feeders. When 
bees visiting either the borage or the feeders 
return to the hive and dance, we will then 
obtain the necessary information to tweak 
our mathematical function to reflect our 
very own bees. 

In this way, we continue our work to 
help the honey bee, once dance at a time.
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ABSTRACT
Untrained, single forager honeybees (Apis mellifera macedonica and/or Apis mellifera 
ligustica) collecting liquid food, i.e. undiluted honey or nectar, were observed for 3.0 
successive hours/day on average, on a feeder and/or on flowers of a small ornamental plant 
on a balcony in the city of Thessaloniki (Greece), as well as, on a feeder only, in the field 
in different seasons in 2007 and 2008. Twelve (12) such bees were observed for a total of 
10 days. After 117 visits to the feeding place (terrain) and after the 12 experienced foragers 
performed 105 dances in their hives, no recruited worker honeybees were observed at the 
terrain. The inability of the single foragers to recruit their companions to the terrain is not 
supportive of either the ‘dance language’ or the ‘odors only’ hypotheses. Nevertheless, the 
‘odors only’ hypothesis can provide a sufficient explanation for this inability.

My wife Maria recording the arrival and departure 
times of the experimental bees on the balcony of 
our home.
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INTRODUCTION
The ‘dance language’ hypothesis (von Frisch, 
1946; 1967; 1969) was first challenged for 
its validity by Johnson & Wenner (1966) by 
Wenner & Johnson (1966), and by Wenner et 
al (1969) who assumed that communication 
among Apis mellifera foragers might be 
achieved only with the aid of food odors. 
Gould et al. (1970), among others (see in 
Wenner & Wells, 1990), defended the ‘dance 
language’ hypothesis, claiming to have 
verified this hypothesis and to have definitely 
confirmed its validity. Friesen experimentally 
attempted to test the two major hypotheses 
and to evaluate the probable outcome; at the 
same time, he provided data on the “search 
dynamics of recruits” (1973:108). Thereafter, 
the ‘odors only’ hypothesis was declared 
(Wenner, 1974). Rosin (1978; 1980 a, b), 
in turn, pointed out the weaknesses of both 
hypotheses. She totally rejected the ‘dance 
language’ hypothesis, resting her arguments 
on the principles and foundations of biology 
and especially on the principles of animal 
behavior. Later on, Wenner & Wells (1990) 
criticized and rejected the ‘dance language’ 
hypothesis too, formulating instead the 
‘odors only’ hypothesis in its definite form.
The controversy on the honeybee ‘languages’ 
has gone on, directly or indirectly, until 
recently, in a number of ways: a) by 
conducting new experiments, either in the 
field (Polakoff, 1998; Seeley et al., 2000; 
Tautz & Sandeman, 2003; Dornhaus & 
Chittka, 2004; Riley et al., 2005; Ohtani, 
2008; Su et al., 2008) and/or in the 
laboratory (Esch et al., 2001; Johnson et 
al., 2002; Barron et al., 2007; Kiya et al., 
2007; Thom et al., 2007); b) by constructing 
corresponding mathematical models 
(Dechaume-Moncharmont et al., 2005); 
and c) by introducing additional theoretical 
aspects and thoughts on communication 
among forager honeybees (Seeley, 1998; O’ 
Dea, 2000; Donovan, 2000; Crist, 2004; 
Ifantidis 2006; Brockmann & Robinson, 
2007). Given that the challenging issue 
remains open (Mangum, 2009) and 
that the controversy mentioned above 
continues to be current, an attempt has 
been made to contribute to its resolution 
both on a theoretical (Ifantidis, 2004), 
and experimental basis (Ifantidis, 2009a,b; 
2010a, b). The present paper is part of a 
research program, which aims to put an end 
to the long-standing scientific disagreement 
about the communication mode among 
forager bees of A. mellifera. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ecological paints (AURO ®) were used 
to label honeybees collecting nectar 
from flowers of a Pitosporum tobira small 
plant (Fig. 1) or alternatively undiluted 
pine and/or Erica arborea honey at a 
feeding place (terrain), situated on a fifth 
floor balcony in the city of Thessaloniki 
(Greece). In the field, the offered food was 
exclusively pine honey. 

Pine or alternatively E. arborea honey 
was intentionally used, in order to ensure the 
unique odor, which was transferred from the 
feeder to the hive by the experimental (single) 
forager bees, A. mellifera. The peculiarity 
of the odor of the artificially offered food 
(honey) within the entire experimental 
field can be substantiated, either, due to 
the absence of parasitized pine trees - by 
Marchalina hellenica secreting honeydew - 
and the absence of E. arborea plants within a 
radius of 10km of the experimental hive, or 
because production of pine honeydew and/
or of E. arborea nectar was out of season at the 
time of the observations. Two bee colonies 
of the Italian race Apis mellifera ligustica 
Spinola were used in the present study. Their 
worker bees are easily recognized because of 
the yellow bands  on their abdomen (Morse 
& Hooper 1985), a feature which becomes 
clearer, when their honey stomach is full of 
food and they are observed in a transparent 
illuminated tube (Ifantidis 2009b)

The ligustica colonies (queens) were 
bought in 2006 from a bee queen producer 
near Milano (Italy). One of the ligustica 
colonies was installed in 2007 in the Kilkis 
area (41o 09’ north lat.) and the other in 2008 
in the city of Thessaloniki (40o 36’ north 
lat.), Greece (22o 57’ long.). The distance 
between the hive and the terrain was 25m 
in Kilkis and 170m in Thessaloniki (see also 
Table 4). Each of these colonies consisted 
of about 30.000 worker bees in summer 
time. In all other cases, the location of the 
bee colonies was not known in advance. The 
unknown colonies belonged to the native 
bee race of Apis mellifera macedonica Ruttner. 

Raw data referring to the arrival and 
departure times of each experimental, single 
forager honeybee to and from the terrain 
were listed separately for every of the totally 
10 observation days during different seasons 
in 2007 and 2008. Twelve (12) such lists 
were constructed, which were made into 8 
Tables. 

In order to clarify the methodology of 
recording, only Tables 1, 2 and 3 are cited 
here. Table 1 contains two lists (on 15/09/07). 
Table 2 contains four lists constructed 
on three days (29/02/08, 01/03/08 and 
03/03/08), during of which the same two 

initial A. mel. macedonica bees continued 
alternatively to visit the same terrain. Finally, 
Table 3 (on 08/09/07) is representative 
of 6 lists, each one containing one list 
(correspondingly on 26/11/07, 19/01/08, 
11/05/08, 25/05/08 and 10/10/080). The 
presentation of the raw data included in 
all 8 Tables here would not provide added 
information to that provided in Table 4, 
which comprises partially elaborated data 
from all of the 10 observations days. 

Control-bees were scout foragers, 
appearing also accidentally at the terrain. 
They were systematically captured and 
immediately destroyed on arrival at the 
terrain. In this way, any subsequent forager 
of the same race appearing at the terrain on 
the same day could not be a recruit, but a 
new scout forager, having traced the food in 
the terrain autonomously. This is apparently 
the case, as no information of any kind could 
have been transferred to the hive from the 
former forager, given that it was destroyed. 
The process of recording the arrival and the 
capture of the control bees on the terrain 
continued for two to three consecutive hours 
at a given date.

On the other hand, the observations 
referring to the arrival and departure times 
of the experienced single foragers (each 
time marked with paint once arriving at 
the terrain) would always commence after 
the date the number of the control bees had 
been recorded, in other words, when a new 
autonomous forager of the same race would 
again appear at the terrain. If this did not 
happen within two or three days after the 
capture and execution of the control bees, 
then the process of establishing the control 
group of bees ought to be repeated. 

On the other hand, an already marked 
forager bee could continue to appear on the 
terrain on the following (1 to maximum 
4) day(s) after the initial observation date. 
If new bees appeared on the same terrain 
after the first had been labelled, they could 
be considered at first as potential recruited 
foragers.

At the end of the observation period, 
the marked (experimental) bees were also 
destroyed on their last arrival at the terrain. 
Thereafter, and again within the next 1 to 
maximum 3 days, the process of creating 
control bees was once more repeated. 
Registering the number of control bees twice, 
[i.e. once prior to the observation day(s) of 
the arrival and departure of the experimental 
foragers at the terrain, and once following the 
end of these observations], contributes to the 
effort for an adequate indirect screening of 
the density of the unknown macedonica bee 
colonies (correspondingly of density of the 
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macedonica forager bees) in the experimental 
field within a six-day maximum time span

The exclusive trips of the control 
bees, as well as the successive trips of the 
experimental foragers were made at air 
temperature between 15.5oC and 31.0oC, 
depending on the season. In most cases, the 
weather was calm during the observations, 
and wind velocity was never higher than 3 
on the Beaufort Wind Force Scale (about 
19.3 km/h). The wind direction was not 
registered. 

No observations of the forager bees were 
made in their hive, (a common practice 
which aims to ensure whether they perform 
dances), since, really, after a successful 
foraging trip they often perform the ‘waggle’ 
or ‘round’ dance (von Frisch 1946; Wenner 
and Wells 1990), and occasionally the 
“tremble” dance (Seeley, 1992; Ohtani, 
2008). 

In the present paper, the repetitions 
in the experiment are not related to the 
number of observed single forager bees 
themselves, but they refer, either directly to 
the number of foraging trips to the terrain 
on specific observation dates, or indirectly 
to the corresponding number of performed 
dances on the combs after the foragers had 
returned home. Since a successful forager 
honeybee (or a scout bee searching for a 
new nest site) rarely fails to perform a dance 
(Seeley & Visscher, 2004; Ohtani, 2008), 
the number of its trips counted directly is 
essentially equal to the number of its dances. 
This of course requires that the number of 
trips of each one bee is reduced by one unit, 
since prior to the first trip to the terrain, the 
forager bee performs neither the round nor 
the waggle dance. Twelve (12) single forager 
bees were observed on 10 different days in 
total. After 117 visits to the various terrains, 
the 12 single foragers apparently performed 
a total of 105 dances. This number represents 
the repetitions in the experiment.

Furthermore, in this study a ‘dance 
unit’ is considered as the total number of 
uniformly repeated specific movements of 
a forager worker honeybee, performed for a 
few minutes (von Frisch 1946) on the combs 
after each return from the food place to the 
hive. Ohtani (2008) considers a dance unit 
to be each of the several complete specific 
movements (figures) characterizing the 
round or the waggle dance. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data in Table 1 refer to two forager 
honeybees, of the A. mel. ligustica race. Both 
must have belonged to the same colony, as 
there was no other bee colony of the same 
race in the vicinity of the experiment, i.e. 

within an area in which a ligustica forager 
is activated. Moreover, ligustica bees are 
easily distinguished from macedonica (the 
native bee races also in our area) on the 
basis of their body colour (see also section 
on “Materials and Methods”). In any case, 
a spot painted in a different color for each 
was placed on the backs of the two visitors 
in order to distinguish them. 

Table 1. Raw data of arrival and departure times of successive trips of two marked A. mel. ligustica 
foragers at pine honey feeder 25m from hive on 15/09/07 in Kilkis (Greece).

No of the experimental bees

1st (white) 2nd (white-blue)

Visit number
Time 

Visit number
Time

Arrival Departure Arrival Departure

1                10:30 10:33 - - -

2 10:36 10:38 - - -

3 10:42 10:45 - - -

4  10:52 10:55 1 10:57 10:59

5 11:06 11:09 2 11:04 11:09

6 11:14 11:17 3 11:16 11:19

7 11:27 11:30 4 11:27 11:30

8 11:34 11:38 5 11:36 11:39

9 11:42 11:45 6 11:45 11:46

10 11:50 11:55 7 11:50 11:54

Whether the second forager arrived 
autonomously to the terrain, i.e. in the 
same way the first forager did, or whether 
it was recruited (irrespective of the mode of 
communication between the foragers) by the 
former, is discussed below. The second forager 
(painted white-blue) appeared on the pine 
honey feeder, located 25m from the hive, 
on 15/09/07, at 10:57 local time, in other 
words 21 min after the second appearance 
(at 10:36) of the first forager. By 10:52 until 
10:55, the first forager (distinguishable by 

the white mark on its back) took honey 
from the feeder and performed its fourth 
trip to the terrain. Respectively, within the 
21 min, the experienced honeybee had 
the possibility of transferring its message 
(regarding the collected food) three times 
during its dances on the honeycombs to 
some of her inexperienced attendants. 
In spite of this, however, the successful 

forager did not appear to have recruited 
any of its companions within this time 
period. What is more, the time needed for 
a bee in flight to cover a distance of 25m is 
quite negligible, since a bee’s flying speed is 
7.5m/sec (Wenner, 1963). Hence, had the 
successful forager sent the relevant message 
to its companions within the hive, then 
the first of the informed, inexperienced 
bees could be expected to have arrived as 
a recruit at the terrain only a few seconds 
following the initial forager bee’s second 
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Figure 1. A signed with a white spot A. mel. ligustica forager honeybee working on P. tobira flowers
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visit (i.e. at around 10:36 local time), taking 
into account that the recruit leaves the hive 
soon after the dancing bee’s departure and 
flies directly to the place advertised (Frisch 
von, 1946). According to Kirchner et al 
(1988) also the ‘round dance’ indicates the 
direction even at such a close distance of 
25m. Consequently, the informed attendant 
of the dancer bee would fly direct to the 
indicated location and arrive there within 
about 3sec. In the case of this research, 
however, the second bee appeared on the 
terrain with a delay of 21min (see above). On 
the other hand, von Frisch (1946) claimed 
that if a recruited bee would  appear at the 
terrain within 5min after the arrival of the 
dancing bee, it would be a clear indication 
of the former having been influenced by the 
dance message. If, in spite of von Frisch’s 
(1946) claim, one were to maintain that the 
recruited honeybee actually needed those 
full 27min in order to discover the dancing 
bee’s foraging location even at a mere 
25m from the hive, this assertion would 
simply lend one more ad hoc argument, 
which at least in the past, had quite often 
been applied to explain weak points of the 
‘dance language’ hypothesis. What is more, 
such a claim would automatically cancel 
the biological importance of any mode of 
communication among A. mellifera foragers 
for the survival of the bee colony itself, 
because of the extremely long time for the 
successful transmission of the message.

The possibility that the second forager 
bee collecting food at the terrain could 
actually be a scout bee, just like the first 
rather than a recruit, is also supported by 
the following observation. Almost an hour 
after the first visit of the second forager, i.e. 
at 11:55 (see Table 1), which was the end 
of the observation time, no other ligustica 
bee visited the terrain, apart from those 
two observed. During that time, both bees 
would supposedly have transferred the same 
food and local messages to their hive over 6 
times, each time dancing in front of a group 
of at least 2-4 worker bees (Frisch von 1946; 
Wenner & Wells 1990). Consequently, if 
either or both of the well known hypotheses 
that refer to the communication mode in 
particular among forager honeybees were 
valid, in the present study 2-4 recruited 
foragers would be expected to have been 
observed in the terrain after every trip of 
each successful forager. This, however, was 
not the case, as seen in Table 1. 

For the two experimental single A. mel. 
ligustica forager bees (Table 1), the only 
information transferred by the successful 
forager to its companions during the 
dance performance (‘round dance’) at such 

relatively short distance (25m), would refer 
exclusively to food odor, since information 
regarding the coordinates of food location 
is not indicated in the case of the ‘round 
dance’, according to von Frisch (1946), even 
though not in accordance with the findings 
of Kirchner et al (1988). Hence, according 
to von Frisch (1946), as well as according to 
Wenner & Wells (1990) at short distances 
the not experienced foragers, excited by 
signals and cues (Seeley 1998) of dancing 
bee, must search for the ‘advertised’ food 
exclusively on the basis of odor. 

In any case, the same conclusion, i.e. that 
the successful single forager honeybee cannot 
recruit its own companions, is also reached 
with the aid of the data of Table 2. In this 
case, the distance between the hive and the 
terrain was initially unknown. However, 
as demonstrated in a previous publication 
(Ifantidis, 2009a), the unknown distance 
was feasible to be calculated, and found to be 
1,300m (see Table 4, cases No 5, 6 and 7). At 
this distance, the worker bees of both races of 
A. mellifera studied here perform the ‘waggle 
dance’ and no more the ‘round dance’. In 
Table 2, the second forager appeared at the 
terrain (at 10:28 local time) on 29/02/08 
again with a substantial delay (of 24min), 
in relation to the time of the second arrival 
(10:04) of the experienced forager. Once 
again, according to the ‘dance language’ 
hypothesis, the inexperienced forager bee 
departs  from the hive immediately after the 
successful forager has completed the dance 
performance and (presumably utilizing its 
ability to decode the dancer’s ‘symbolic’ 
movements that refer to the distance and 
direction of the ‘advertised’ food place), flies 
directly to the place indicated (Frisch von, 
1946). Consequently, if the ‘dance language’ 
hypothesis were valid, then the second bee 
would have appeared at the terrain (located 
1,300m from the hive) within about 3.3min 
after the second appearance of the initial bee, 
based on the flight speed of a bee (Wenner, 
1963); under no circumstances would it 
have arrived there with the delay of 24min. 

One further finding derived from Table 
2, which also does not justify the ‘dance 
language’ hypothesis, nor favors the ‘odors 
only’ hypothesis, is the fact that even 4 
days after food (terrain) was visited by the 
two autonomous macedonica foragers, 
they did not recruit even not one of their 
own companions, at least not during the 
observation time.

Table 3 is one out of  6 tables (see 
“Material and methods”), which include one 
list with raw data concerning the arrival and 
departure times of only one single forager 
to and from the terrain. These data leave 

no room for doubt as to whether a new bee 
that arrives at the terrain on the same day 
following the appearance of the experienced 
single forager, is or is not a recruit, since in 
none of the 6 cases (observation’s dates) was a 
second bee present. 

Visit number Arrival Departure
1. 11:31 11:34
2. 1:.44 11:47
3. 11:58 12:00
4. 12:14 12:16
5. 12:28 12:30
6. 12:42 12:44
7. 12:55 12:57
8. 13:13 13:14*
9. 13:19 13:20

10. 13:31 13:33
11. 13:44 13:47
12. 13:58 14:01
13. 14:15 14:17
14. 14:28 14:31
15. 14:43 14:46
16. 15:01 15:04

Table 3 Raw data of arrival and departure times of 
A. mel. macedonica forager collecting E. arborea 
honey on a balcony in the city of Thessaloniki 
(Greece) on 08/09/07.

* The bee was disturbed, and after flying 
around for 5 min returned to the terrain

Also, in accordance with the data in Table 
4, no recruits of the single experienced 
foragers (column f) appeared at the terrain 
after a total number of 117 visits (column i). 
Of these trips, a total of 97 (column g) were 
performed by 10 foragers that were either the 
sole or the first visitors to the terrain, and a 
total of 20 trips (column h) by the remaining 
2 foragers that appeared as second bee at the 
terrains. In the former case of the presence of 
a second bee (line 2), both foragers belonged 
to the ligustica bee colony, whose hive was 
situated approximately 25m from the terrain, 
while in the latter case (line 5), the foragers 
came from an unknown macedonica bee 
colony, whose distance was calculated (as it is 
already mention above) to be 1,300m from 
the terrain (Ifantidis, 2009a). In this latter 
case, it could also be assumed that the second 
forager may have come from a different 
macedonica bee colony to the first, i.e. it could 
surely also for this reason not be a recruit.

Table 5 gives the number of control 
bees appearing at the different terrains on 
prior and following observation days of 
the single experienced forager.bee(s). As 
it can be seen, a second bee appeared in 4 
out of totally 18 observation days.

Furthermore, in Table 6 the rate of 
appearance of a second forager bee at the 
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terrains is given for the experimental and 
for the control bees. While the appearance 
rate [(b)/(a)] of a second forager in 
the case of experimental bees was 0.20 
(which contradicts any theory on the 
transmission of information among A. 
mellifera foragers), the corresponding 
value for the control bees was 0.22. The 
difference between the two values is 
statistically not significant as indicated 

by the One Sample T-test (t = 0.132, df 
= 26, p=0.896), which means again, that 
the second bee appearing on the terrain 
after the first successful forager could 
not be necessary a recruit but rather an 
autonomous searcher.

From the above analysis, it becomes 
evident at first that in 8 out of the 10 days 
of observation of the experienced foragers 
(experimental bees), a second bee did not 

appear at the terrain during a mean time 
of about 3 h. per day. Moreover, each 
time a second bee appeared there after 
the first successful forager, it was a new 
forager that had discovered the food place 
independently, i.e. as had the initial bee. 
Therefore, taking into consideration one of 
two alternatives that could exist following 
the initial trip of a successful forager 
honeybee, i.e. that either a second bee did 
or did not appear at the terrain as a recruit, 
and since after 105 dance performances, 
a recruit did not appear, it can be safely 
concluded that a single successful forager 
A. mellifera L. bee does not recruit other 
companions from its own hive to the terrain. 
This conclusion is reinforced by newer 
findings, according to which even relative 
small groups of experienced foragers of 
European A. mellifera races (collecting on 
flowers of small ornamental plants or on a 
honey feeder) are also unable, under certain 
conditions, to recruit companions of their 
won to the terrain (Ifantidis 2010a,b), or in 
other words, they exhibit a food selecting 
behavior as if they were solitary bees, in 
spite of their activations within groups.   

In any case, Ohtani (2008) in similar 
experiments, using exclusively also one 
trained forager bee, found that in the 
periodically transferred terrain (from a few 
meters to a final distance of 180m), a total 
number of 4 new bees appeared during the 
experimental 14-day period. Although he 
assumed these 4 bees to be recruits, the 
possibility of them having reached the 
terrain independently cannot be excluded. 

In the case of the present research, the 
data indicates that the single forager A. 
mellifera is not capable of recruiting any 
companions from its own hive, either on 
the base of  the ‘dance’ or of the ‘odors 
only’ hypothesis. However, Wenner & 
Wells (1990:80) recognized that “ in a 
completely calm atmosphere (a rare event) 
the odors (strong or otherwise) cannot be 
used for direction from any great distance”. 
This statement could possibly explain the 
absence of recruits in the present study, for 

example in the case of the serial number 3 
in Table 4, i.e. where the distance was also 
calculated to be 1,530m from the hive and 
the day was calm (Ifantidis, 2009a). In 
contrast, the same claim by Wenner & Wells 
(1990) does not apply in the observations 
made in the Kilkis area on 15/09/07 (Table 
1, and serial number 2 Table 4), where the 
distance between the hive and the terrain 
was only 25m. More specifically, despite 
the short distance (though in a “completely 
calm atmosphere”), the food odor that was 
transferred by two single foragers into the 
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Observation date 

Serial number of foragers visiting terrain

1st (white) 2nd (yellow)

Visit number Arrival Departure Visit number Arrival Departure

29/02/08

1. 09:47 09:53 -
2. 10:04 10:09 -
3. 10:29 10:34 1 10:28 10:33
4. 10:48 10:52 2 10:46 10:50
5. 11:05 11:11 3 11:03 11:09
6. 11:25 11:30 4 11:26 11:31
7. 11:43 11:48 5 11:49 11:55
8. 12:00 12:06 6 12:05 12:10
9. 12:18 12:23 7 12:23 12:27

10. 12:36 12:42 8 12:37 12:43
11. 12:55 13:00 9 13:00 13:06

DiIlution of honey in feeder

12. 13:08 13:10 10 13:14 13:17
13. 13:23 13:25 11 13:30 13:32
14. 13:35 13:37 12 13:43 13:45
15. 13:51 13:54 13 13:57 13:59
16. 14:05 14:07 -

Break in observation

(17.) 16:10 16:12 -
(18.) 16:24 16:26 -
(19.) 16:40 16:42 -

01/03/08

1. 11:34 11:37 -
2. 11:48 11:50 -
3. 12:04 12:07 -
4. 12:17 12:20 -
5. 12:32 12:34 -
6. 12:48 12:51 -
7. 13:05 13:08 -
8. 13:19 13:21 -
9. 13:36 13:39 -

03/03/08

- 1. 09:58 10:00
- 2. 10:11 10:13
- 3. 10:26 10:28
- 4. 10:44 10:47
- 5. 11:03 11:06
- 6. 11:18 11:20
- 7. 11:32 11:34

Break in observation
- (8.) 12:27 12:29
- (9.) 12:43 12:46
- (10.) 12:57 13:00
- (11.) 13:12 13:15
- (12.) 13:27 13:30

Table 2. Raw data of arrival and departure times of successive trips of two marked A. mel. macedonica 
foragers at pine honey feeder 1,300m* from hive on a balcony, in the city of Thessaloniki (Greece) in 
winter 2008**.   

*Calculated (Ifantidis, 2009), **No observations were made on 02/03/08. 
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experimental hive, housing an A. mel. 
ligustica bee colony, does not appear to 
have been a factor sufficient in exciting 
inexperienced foragers to search for and 
finally to reach the food of the concrete odor 
at the terrain, at least for an observation 
period of 1h and 25 min. 

DIOTHETIC MOVEMENTS 

The question concerning the possible 
biological meaning of the ‘symbolic’ 
movements, especially of the ‘waggle dance’ 
was raised some years ago (O’ Dea, 2000; 
Dornhaus & Chittka 2004,): what possibly 
do these movements serve, given that they 
really indicate distance and direction of a 
food location, not only according to von 
Frisch (1946) but also according to the 
statement of Wenner & Wells that “the dance 
maneuver unarguably contains direction and 
distance information” (1990: 104)

The ‘waggle dance’ of the successful 
forager, or generally of a scout honeybee, 
appears to serve the bee itself, i.e. to 
stimulate the bee’s memory (O’ Dea, 2000; 
Ifantidis, 2004) as to where the coordinates 
of the discovered location of a food, water 
and/or propolis source or, even, a new nest 
site lie. This assumption could be supported 
by the fact that other not social animals also 
display idiothetic movements, as for example 
solitary insect species do (Blest, 1960). If 
the experienced foraging honeybee (social 
insect) performs the ‘waggle dance’ in order 
to convey specific food (or nest site)-related 
information to the inexperienced hive 
companions, then why too does a solitary 
insect carry out idiothetic movements, when 
in essence it has no need to communicate 
such related information to other members 
of their species? 

WHY STUDY THE BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE 
HONEYBEE FORAGERS?

After repeated travels to a concrete food 
source, one and the same A. mellifera forager 
transfers the relevant message to its own yet 
not experienced companions within the hive, 
very probably only through the food odors 
and not through the symbolic movements 
of its dances, since only odors have additive 
properties (Wenner 1974) resulting in an 
ever increasing concentration of the odor 
molecules in the hive.The claim, that dance 
movements have additive properties too 
(Lindauer 1971), has been experimentally 
proved as invalid (Gould 1975; Polakoff 
1998). Hence, by choosing to study the 
recruitment capability of single honeybee 

foragers, the possible influence of the factor 
“dance movement” on the recruitment of 
new foragers could be absolutely controlled. 
The dance movements, as a pure mechanical 
stimulus (pushes), in combination with 
the produced sounds by the dancing bee ( 
Esch 1961, Wenner 1964; Sandeman et al. 
1996;) as well as with the dance pheromons 
(Thom et al 2007),could be included in 
those factors, which simply excite (Tautz 
1996) the not experienced worker bees at 
the dancing floors.

INTERPRETING THE INABILITY OF THE SINGLE 
FORAGER TO RECRUIT HIVE COMPANIONS 
Due to the cumulative effect of the odor 
molecules of the collected food (very specific for 
each plant species), their concentration in the 
hive is expected to constantly increase with the 
time as the number of foragers collecting food 
from the concreate food source also progressively 
increases (Wenner and Wells 1990). Likewise, 
there is a higher possibility of new, inexperienced 
foragers appearing at the terrain having been 
stimulated by the increasied  concentration 
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Serial 
number  
of obser-
vations  

date

Observation 
date of 

experimental 
forager

Bee race Hive-
terrain 

distance 
(m)

Number of  
experimental  

bees  
appearing 
on terrain

Number of visits at the 
terrains

A.mel. 
macedonica

A. mel. 
ligusti 

ca
scouts recruits 1st bee 2nd bee # Total

(a) (b) (c ) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
1 08/09/07 + unknown 1 0 15 - 15
2 15/09/07 + 25 2 0 10 7 17
3 26/11/07 + 1530** 1 0 8 - 8
4 19/01/08 + unknown 1 0 8 - 8
5 29/02/08 + 1300** 2 0 19 13 32
6 01/03/08 + 1300** 1 0 9 - 9
7 03/03/08 + 1300** 1 0 12 - 12
8 11/05/08* + 170 1 0 5 - 5
9 25/05/08* + 170 1 0 6 - 6

10 10/10/08 + 170 1 0 5 - 5

Total 12 0 97 20 117

Table 4. Number of foraging trips of 12 experimental single forager bees of A. mel. macedonica and 
A. mel. ligustica races collecting liquid food at various terrains at different distances from hives and in 
different seasons in 2007 and 2008 in Greece. 

# None of these was a recruit 
*Foraging on P. tobira flowers. In the rest of the cases the bees collected either pine honey 
or honey from E. arborea.
* * Calculated (Ifantidis, 2009a) 

Serial number of 
observation dates

Number (n) of captured 
(control) bees  

1 3days prior to the  
observation date of  
experimental bee(s)

Observation date of 
experimental bee(s)

Number (n) of captured 
(control) bees 1 -3 days 

following the observation date 
of experimental bee(s)

1. 1 O8/09/07 1

2. 2 15/09/07 1

3. 1 26/11/07 0

4. 1 19/01/08 1

5. 1 29/02/08 0

6. 1 01/03/08 1

7. 1 03/03/08 1

8. 1 11/05/08 2

9. 2 25/05/08 2

10. 1 10/10/08 1

General total 12 10

Table 5. Number of control forager honeybees A. mellifera L at terrains prior and following
observation dates of experimental bees.
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of the odor molecules of the food in the 
hive. Evidently, in the present study, the odor 
molecule concentration of the food collected 
by the single foragers at the terrains remained 
steadily lower than that of the food collected 
from other sources (flowers) by the thousands of 
other foragers in the same experimental colony, 
at the same period. This low level of odorous 
molecules concentration might be the reason 
why the single forager, collecting the provided 
food (either pine or E. arborea honey in the 
present study) with its specific odor from the 
particular feeder, was not able to excite and 
subsequently recruit new foragers. 

On the other hand, the absence of recruits 
on the balcony, also when the single forager 
collected nectar from P. tobira flowers, 
needs further explanation. According to 
Friesen (1973), the ability of the stimulated, 
inexperienced bee to search for and ultimately 
find the location of a new food-source, depends 
on the odor molecule concentrations not only 
at the terrain, but also in the area between the 
hive and the terrain. In other words, the ability 
of the non experienced foragers to locate a new 
food source is indirectly affected by the number 
of experienced foragers that are active in the 
specific food area, and so disperse in different 
ways the odor molecules of the collected food 
in that area. The forager honeybees, while flying 
from flower to flower, as well as on their return 
flight home, accelerate the diffusion of the food 
odor molecules in the air, which temporarily 
adhere to the bee’s exosceleton. Moreover, 
odors of the liquid food are continually emitted 
during also the return flight to the hive of the 
successful forager though continue evaporation 
of a food drop held between the mouthparts 
of the bee, a process which primarily serves 
the regulation of its head temperature 
(Heinrich, 1980a) Therefore, in our case, new, 
inexperienced ligustica foragers may have been 
excited to some extend by the odor molecules 
of the P. tobira nectar in the experimental hive. 
When these new foragers left the hive they 
might have gone to other places, where the 
concentration of P. tobira plants was much 
higher than around the single small plant of the 
same species on the balcony. 

CONCLUSIONS

Our data, concerning single untrained foragers 
of European A. mellifera honeybee races are in 
agreement with those of Winston (1992), who 

found that Africanized bees are more solitary 
foragers. In addition, the present research 
findings do not provide support for the dance 
language hypothesis (von Frisch, 1946): No 
recruits appeared at the foraging places after 
a total number of 117 visits by 12 single 
experienced foragers, or correspondingly after 
their 105 dance performances in the hives. The 
possible appearance of a second bee at the same 
terrain with the single forager can be attributed 
to its independent seeking activity.. 

Lastly, the present findings of single foragers 
fail to provide adequate support for the ‘odors 
only’ hypothesis, either. Nevertheless, according 
to Friesen, “the communication efficiencies” 
between experienced and not experienced 
forager bees of the same colony “necessitate 
the accumulation of searchers in the field” 
(1973:108). In accordance with Friesen (1973) 
also Wenner & Wells.(1990:261), claimed that 
the recruitment process through odors could 
be considered as a ‘population phenomenon’, an 
interesting factor requiring further study.
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Table 5. Number of control forager honeybees A. mellifera L at terrains prior and following
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Case of forager bees
Observation days (n) Days (n) with a second 

bee at the terrain Ratio (b)/(a)

(a) (b)
Experimental 10 2 0.20

Control 18 4 0.22

Table 6. Appearance rates of a second A. mellifera bee within a 3 hours observation period after the visit 
of the single forager at the terrains
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1.  We found the pollen count per gram of 
honey low compared to a variety of other 
honey samples analysed. We have analysed 
a variety including locally produced 
honeys, and those produced in New 
Zealand (clover and Manuka), Australian 
Eucalyptus honey, and a mixed “forest” 
honey comprised of a variety of types 
from around the world. The recovery of 
pollen grains in your sample was between 
10 to 100-fold lower than other samples. 
So far, we have   experienced very low 
variability in total pollen recovery of 
the same sample processed on different 
occasions. When processing your honey, 
two other types (New Zealand clover and 
Australian Eucalyptus) were prepared in 
parallel with your sample and these gave 
considerably higher yields. 

2.  As the total recovery of the total 
pollen present was low, the percentage 
representation of the separate families of 
plant pollens present at low numbers may 
not give the true picture and may not be 
statistically accurate. 

3.  In our laboratory, most of our samples 
come from fairly local producers in the 
South West of England and analysis has 
shown in most cases a very dominant type 
of pollen of single botanical origin with 
perhaps up to four accessory, single or 
sporadic types in addition. In the case of 
local samples, we have some knowledge of 
the crops/orchards and seasonal rotations. 
Therefore, we are able to identify not only 
the families of origin but the genus and 
even the species as well. When attempting 
to identify many of the grains seen in your 

sample, we were unable to provide greater 
specificity other than the family to which 
they belonged in the case of many of the 
grains. The similarity between hundreds 
of grains amongst the genus/species that 
comprise each family and little knowledge 
of the botanical composition of the bees’ 
foraging grounds prevented more specific 
conclusions from being reached.

Should you be interested in having a pollen analysis 
conducted on your honey, Dr Jean North can be 
contacted by email: blackbyrde@btinternet.com

Pollen Analysis - Greek honey
Report by Dr Jean North

BOTANICAL ORIGIN AND COMMON NAME

1 Brassicaceae (genus unknown)
2 Brassicaceae (possibly B. Napus; Oil seed rape)
3 Fabaceae (Vicia) 
4 Fabaceae (genus unknown)
5 Lilaceae (genus unknown)
6 Myrtaceae (possibly Callistemon; Bottle brush)
7 Fagaceae (possibly Castanea salvia; Sweet chestnut)
8 Sclophulariaceae (Possibly Verbascum; mullein)
9 Myrtaceae (genus unknown)
10 Asteraceae (genus unknown)
11 Convolvulaceae (Convolvulus; Bindweed)
12 Laminaceae (possibly Thymus or Mentha;  

thyme or mint group of plants)
13 Ephedraceae (possibly Sea grape) 

Honey Description: 
Light brown to pale orange, opaque.
Lot Number: None
Total Pollen Grain Count: 828 per 10 grams

Honeybee on Acer spp
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�ravellers’ �ales
The Diary of the Beekeepers Safari to Turkey 2010
Brian Sherriff

THE Beekeepers safari to Turkey was 
full of interest and included many 
apiary visits, from the mountains 
to the Steppes of the north, to the 

forests and honeydew sites of the south. We 
saw queen production, honey production and 
honey markets and passed through 8 cities and 
numerous villages. Sight-seeing was definitely 
on the agenda and ranged from a monastery 
cut into a high cliff to a large dam which was 
under construction, two ancient cities and a tea 
factory.

25th July 2010 – day one 
On our first day we had 4 breakfasts! One (a 
submarine sandwich) given to us at 5am by the 
hotel, another at the airport, another on the 
plane and the last when we met our host Ali 
Nihat Gokyigit who introduced us to members 
of his team and his brother. His opening 
comment was “I am 84 and am 2 years older 
than the eldest in your group” We all looked at 
each other – there were only four of us and we 
never knew who he was talking about!

Breakfast here was by a fast flowing river 
in the wooded mountains and by some trout 
tanks. 

We walked to the Sumela monastery 
which was high in the cliffs of Mount Mela. 
It was started in the 4th century by two Greek 
monks and the church still had original fresco 
panels. Next we travelled on the shores of the 
Black Sea (which was blue) to Trabzon and a 
tea factory after passing many tea plantations 
on the steep mountainside; then on to have tea 
with a beekeeper who, because the mountain 
is so steep, uses a cable system to get his bee 
equipment from his home to his hives and bee 
house high in the mountain. This was the first 
of many glasses of tea offered to us by many 
beekeepers; in small glasses, no milk, just weak 
tea and sugar and very nice. We stayed the 
night in the town of Ayder.

26th July 2010 – day two
The next morning we made a short detour 
to see some local log hives which were about 
100ft up in a pine tree. We asked why the hives 
were so high up and they told us that it was to 
protect the hives from bears which are similar 
to the grizzly bears of North America.

We had a demonstration showing us how 
the log hives, made from the trunk of a lime 
tree were opened. One end of the hive had the 
bee’s entrance and the back had a panel that 

could be removed, exposing the honey comb.
This beekeeper had his log hives in an open 

shelter and to smoke them he burnt corn husks 
in a metal tray below the hives which were on 
shelves above. He also had some Dadant hives 
and the whole lot were protected by a wire 
mesh fence to keep bears out. The forage here 
was mostly from hazelnut and chestnut and we 
were told that it was a poor year for honey as 
heavy rain had washed out the flowers.

This beekeeper had a large wooden Swiss 
style chalet which was supported by stilts 
because the mountainside was so steep. We 
were given tea and small sugary cakes. The 
Turkish people are very friendly and when 
visiting beekeepers we often had tea, cakes and 
fruit.

En route through the heavily forested and 
steep mountains we stopped by an Ottoman 
bridge – a one span bridge in stone built around 
1500 and spanning a fast flowing river.

We travelled on a motorway along the 
Black Sea coast to Artvin and had lunch in a 
mountain resort called Konagi and nearby we 
visited Echo Hill. Here we found a platform 
sticking out over a steep and wooded valley with 
waterfalls coming down the mountainside. We 
had tea and biscuits on the platform which 
Nihat Gokyigit and his Tema foundation had 
erected 2500 metres up from the valley floor 
(on the trees we noticed beetle traps). 

Our next stop was at an apiary for queen 
rearing, with 134 queen producing hives and 
500 nucleus boxes producing 2000 queens 
per annum, all 80% Caucasian bees foraging 
on three species of rhododendron, lime, wild 
flowers and blackberries.

In the evening we headed up and over the 
pass of the Karchal Mountains. Niwat Gokyigit 
travelled in the bus – a comfortable 13 seater 
– and explained what we were going to see 
in Camili and also played on the car radio 
music with Tefken Philharmonic Orchestra, 
comprised  of musicians from 23 countries, in 
a programme called “Soloists of Three Seas”. 
Several of the players had instruments typical 
of their home country and Gokyigit set this 
up to help promote world peace and cultural 
integration. Some players were from areas of 
conflict such as Israel and Palestine, Turkey and 
Greece.

We arrived in Cameli in the dark and did 
not realise how torturous the road was until 
we returned. Our accommodation was in a 
large wooden chalet type guest house nicely 

appointed with a good restaurant.

27th July 2010 – day three 
The Camili Valley is surrounded by high 
forested mountains and is home to a special 
honey bee; Apis mellifera caucasia. This is a 
pure line of honey bee discovered by Professor 
Ahmet Inci in 2006. Because of the nature of 
the terrain the high forested mountains are 
inaccessible for about 5 months of the year, 
and because of the high snowfall on the pass 
of the only road in no other bees have entered 
the valley.

At the back of the guesthouse there were 
beehives for breeding queens and drones and 
we were invited to look at the combs and to 
see the local beekeeper grafting, using a suction 
tube to transfer eggs to artificial queen cells.

We then went to the bee laboratory and saw 
the queens being artificially inseminated. They 
use a queen of 5 days old and a drone 12-15 
days old. In 5 days the queen puts on 225mgs in 
weight. 7500 queen bees are produced annually 
and this gives employment to 20 local people. 
Queen bees are distributed all over Turkey and 
each queen can produce 50 more queens. These 
bees are so popular that they cannot meet the 
demand.

We then had a picnic by a fast moving 
river followed by a meal at a beekeepers home 
and saw his valley apiary. On the way back 
one of the Turkish members of our party was 
violently ill and was taken to the local hospital 
for the night – he had enjoyed too much 
rhododendron honey – probably rhododendron 
luteum which is very nice in small quantities 
but one shouldn’t have too much! He was well 
recovered the next day!

The day finished with a visit to the local 
mosque, believed to be the oldest wooden 
mosque in Turkey, and a short walk – about 
50 yards to the border with Georgia and 
an armed guard. After the evening meal we 
had entertainment with folk dancing to an 
accordion. The District Governor was on a visit 
and when he left he shook hands with us all and 
I didn’t wash my hand for a week!

28th July 2010 – day four  
This morning we visited the apiary of a lady 
beekeeper. She owns an apiary of 77 colonies 
and 300 mating nuclei and is also a housewife 
with cows and 2 children to look after! Her 
queens are marketed by Tema who help her 
with the queen production. All her family are 
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inspired to raise queens and there are 6 more 
producers in the area. The government gives 
aid in this area to produce good queens and if 
there are more than 3 hives, the government 
gives 5 Turkish Lira for each hive. The local 
income in the valley is about 2000 TL but this 
lady now earns 17-18000 TL net after 15000 
TL expenses. She has a house in Borca which 
she uses in the winter and her husband works 
in a tea factory.

We were told that some beekeepers damage 
the edge of a worker cell with an egg inside and 
the bees will repair it and give it some royal 
jelly; they will damage it again several times and 
bees will repair it and give it more royal jelly 
then seal it and a queen emerges.

We had our second breakfast here, and 
moved out of the valley along an unmade road, 
wide enough for one vehicle, with a steep cliff 
on one side and a sheer drop on the other! After 
lunch by a trout farm we saw a dam being built 
which will be 249 metres high and will be the 
3rd highest concrete dam in the world. Ash 
from factories is mixed with concrete and 3500 
tons will be used and the concrete is kept cool 
in an ice station. We saw a hopper on a cable 
carrying 28 tons of concrete at a time.

We had a surprise when we stopped at a 
large roadside vegetable stall and were treated 
to hot buttered corn on the cob! Our night 
was spent in individual Swiss type chalets 
in the Sahara National Park with wonderful 
open scenery. I was advised not to walk too far 
because of dogs in the area, however I did see 
eagles flying and many colourful wild flowers.

29th July 2010 – day five
On the road again heading for Kars we saw 

lots of white geese, flocks of sheep and herds of 
cattle with the owners nearby. 

High on the Steppes we were taken to an 
area covered with all sorts of wild flowers and 
here we saw about 100 colonies owned by six 
beekeepers producing organic honey in Dadant 
hives. They were migrant beekeepers and as the 
Steppes are too cold in the winter, they move 
here in June and then move down lower in the 
winter and spring for the forage of chestnut, 
other trees and wild flowers. They expect to get 
17 tons of organic honey from wild flowers. 
Tema supply organic foundation and their hives 
are checked every 2 weeks with a technician 
visit and they extract honey independently.

At Ardahan we visited a government gene 
centre for production of Caucasian honey bees 
where work was being carried out to educate 
people and discover the productive capacity 
of bees, disease prevention, etc. They had 
600 colonies for selective queen breeding and 
honey production. The government funded the 
provision of hives for poor people.

At the next apiary of migratory beekeepers 
we were shown hives with covers dented by 
hailstones that had fallen the previous week, 
which were said to have been the size of golf 
balls.

That evening we arrived in Kars and had 
a tour of the city with its Citadel and Turkish 
baths. Kar is the Turkish word for snow and 
winters here are long and hard.

30th July 2010 – day six  
This was a sightseeing and travel day. Our 
first stop was to visit the ruined city of Ani 
overlooking a gorge with the Barley River 
(Arpa Cayi) at the bottom and Armenia on 

the other side. This was a city on the silk route 
which, after surviving several invasions, was 
devastated in 1319 by an earthquake. It was 
very hot during our visit and we were given sun 
umbrellas, black on the outside and white on 
the inside.

The cathedral is the main building still 
standing and is very impressive although the 
spacious dome fell down centuries ago. There 
are the remains of several churches and a 
mosque from which you can look down into 
the gorge and see the remains of a bridge that 
once had a span of 32 yards.

There was a border post on the other side of 
the gorge and there were Russian and Armenian 
flags flying, also a Russian patrol looking at us 
through binoculars!

We stopped to see some local beekeepers 
who were not expecting us but we were made 
very welcome.

Near Ani we stopped to look at a 
monument set up in memory of a whole village 
that had been massacred within living memory 
by the Armenians.

In Ezurum, which is a large city of 250,000 
people and situated 6,560 feet high on the 
Steppes, we visited a honey market of several 
honey shops selling bottle honey, a lot of comb 
honey, some of it in round combs from log 
hives, beeswax and pollen and small cakes and 
delicacies made with honey. 

That night we spent in a very nice ski lodge 
and had a traditional Turkish meal sitting on 
cushions in a very old restaurant, followed by a 
tour of the city in the dark.

31st July 2010 – day seven 
We flew from Ezurum to Istanbul and had lunch 

1 & 2 Lime Tree Log Hives   3 Corn Husk Smoking   4 Lady beekeeper transferring Queen cells   5 Ani Bridge and Gorge   6 Migratory beekeeper holding full 
comb organic honey
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in a very nice open air restaurant overlooking 
the Bosphorous with lots of shipping and 
ferries passing to and fro from Europe to Asia 
and a large cruise liner setting off. Then to a 
large mosque and the spice bazaar selling spices, 
nuts, honeycomb, olive oil soaps, dried fruits 
and Turkish delight. Although we travelled 
mostly in our own little bus, the transport 
system is quite impressive, with special bus 
lanes in between the main motorway. The buses 
had their own ‘stations’ at regular intervals with 
articulated buses, sometimes with two trailers.

Our next flight took us to Dalaman and 
then an hour’s coach ride to Marmaris on the 
Mediterranean coast.

1st August 2010 – day eight 
Bees have been kept at Marmaris since 500 
AD and beekeepers did migratory beekeeping, 
taking bees to the high mountains for the floral 
honey and also for honeydew from the red 
pines. From 1300 -1900 the Ottoman Empire 
hives were numbered and the crop was reported 
to the government. This area is very suitable 
for bees with good weather and forage. Fire is 
the most dangerous threat to the red pine trees 
which can grow up to 80 ft, but the pine cones 
can resist fire up to 100 degrees centigrade 
and the trees are under the protection of the 
government.

We passed a marshy area which had been 
planted with Eucalyptus trees to get rid of the 
mosquitoes. We went to see an old ‘Bee house’ 
which consisted of a high stone walled area about 
the size of a cottage, which used to be roofed, so 
that the hives within would be protected from 
bears and other predators.

The bus was parked by the side of a river 
bed full of tennis ball sized boulders and when 
we returned from the bee house we found that 
the driver had tried to turn in the boulders and 
was hopelessly stuck, as was a large lorry that 
had tried to pull it out. A large cement mixer 
lorry also had trouble but managed to pull away 
without the lorry it was trying to help. In the end 
a big digger with a large bucket pulled everyone 
out and we were able to continue our travels. 
After passing a cliff with small caves which used 
to be used to store coffins, we pulled in for lunch 
at a restaurant by the side of a slow flowing river 
and we all enjoyed mullet caught that day, and 
watched large white geese on the water.

Near Mugla we stopped at a very well 
stocked honey shop with plenty of round and 
rectangular comb honeys, jars of well labelled 
honey, also honey cakes and Turkish delight. 
After that came another highlight – beekeepers 
producing pine honeydew honey. At a clearing 
in the forest we came upon literally hundreds of 
blue painted beehives placed in rows and each 
hive only a few inches apart.

Turkey is the world’s largest producer of 
pine honeydew honey and we were shown the 
pine tree parasite Marchalina hellenica on a 
branch of one of the red pines surrounding the 
beehives. This insect produces a cottony mass 
under which it lays 200-300 eggs and when 
these hatch the young insects feed on the saps of 
the plant and later produce a sugary substance 
called honeydew which the honey bees collect. 
We had another unexpected surprise when 
passing through a small village; we stopped and 
joined a group of beekeepers. Soon out came 
the tea and fruit and we learned that in this 
village of 100 families, 70% of the population 
kept bees. They were migratory beekeepers 
with no static hives and the government tells 
them, via the leader of the village, where to put 
the hives. They averaged 26kg per hive and 
packed the honey in 28kg tins. Amongst the 
group were two small girls who showed us their 
school paintings!

2nd August 2010 – day nine  
Another day and something quite different; we 
were invited into a private house where the lady 
of the house showed us how to make Baklava 
which consists of pastry sheets soaked in sugar 
or honey syrup and stuffed with walnuts. The 
samples were much appreciated! We then 
moved on to a factory where we saw piles of 
beeswax ready to be made into foundation and 

in an adjoining building there was a production 
unit making 28kg honey tins. Near Kusadasi, 
where we spent the night, we visited the apiary 
of 2000 hives managed by a father with 2 sons 
and a son-in-law each managing 500 hives. 
These Dadant hives were placed very close 
together in rows in a site by the red pine trees. 
The combs we saw were well covered with bees 
and plenty of honey. We had tea with the father 
and his family in the village square and they also 
joined us at mealtime in our hotel at Kusadasi.

3rd August 2010 – day ten
Today we went to the 3000 year old city of 
Ephesus and the House of the Virgin Mary. No 
bees that day!

4th August 2010 – day eleven
We returned to Istanbul and met Ali Nimat 
Gokyigit again and after a very good meal in 
the Sahan restaurant he took us to his botanical 
garden. He developed this garden in memory 
of his wife and it is placed in the wasteland of a 
motorway intersection and consists of 8 islands 
with car park and administrative offices, a rock 
garden, hedged garden, crevice garden, fruit 
and vegetable garden and perennial borders, 
also a picnic garden, medicinal plants and 
dye and edible plants garden, a hydrangea 
collection, arboretum, ponds and lots more. 
There are many threatened species in the 
garden and there is also a children’s gardening 
project.I would like to have more time to 
explore this garden and it made a fitting end 
to the safari.   

This safari was arranged by “Bees for 
Development” and “Tema” and was an 
exceptional visit. The organiser looked after us 
very well indeed with plenty to do and see at all 
times. Congratulations to all concerned.

Sales Girls Comb honey Village lady rolling baklava

Is this a red B J Sherriff bee suit? Village beekeepers
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THERE are often days when one 
hasn’t the energy to tackle a huge 
job, yet one is itching to fiddle 
about with some minor task. Such 

moments are ideal for doing small projects 
which have been awaiting completion for 
months or even years. Over the course of a 
weekend, in November, I was able to clean 
up and replace the damaged bellows on two 
of my old smokers - one made from copper 
(1) the other, a Rauchboy (2), made from 
stainless steel. Cleaning out the furnace - 
removing the tar and soot - and ensuring 
that the grid which holds the fuel and the 
inlet and outlets for air and smoke were free, 
is a dirty job, but it  is one that is quickly and 
easily finished. 

The copper on one of the smokers looked 
dull and dreary, so I thought I might as well 
buff this up too. A farmer friend of mine 
used to clean all the copper utensils from his 
kitchen by hanging them under the grain 
auger so that the barley or wheat would do 
the work for him as they flowed past and into 
the silos. However, with plenty of lemon trees 
in the garden, I used slices of lemon and salt 
to clean the copper. My wife never thinks I 
put enough effort into scrubbing saucepans, 
so when she saw me struggling, she kindly 
took over this part of the work. 

Next came the job of taking apart the 
two sets of bellows whilst trying to prevent 
damage to the metal edgings on the one and 
the strips of leather on the other. I hoped, 
too, to prevent bending the metal and copper 

tacks, but they were fixed so fast that on 
levering them out, they usually bent (4 & 5).

Once the leather was removed, two sorts 
of springs were revealed. The more modern 
Ruachboy had a spring the ends of which 
were fastened into circular holes partly set 
into the pieces of wood. I measured and 
replaced the bellows wood with new pieces 
of exterior ply, then to retain the ends of the 
springs I cut out two circles from scraps of 
wood, fastened them in the right place and 
then fixed the spring ends  with superglue (6, 
7 & 8).

The spring from the copper smoker 
looked like a bed spring and was twisted out 
of shape. I marked on the new pieces of ply 
the exact positions the fixing holes were on 
the old pieces of wood - and also scratched 
a mark on the spring too, so I could try and 
make a perfect match. Trying to get the spring 
back into its right shape, however, presented 
some difficulties - the finished bellows lists to 
one side! (9).

Fortunately, we have several cobblers 
shops in our nearest town, so getting 
remnants of leather for the bellows wasn’t 
a problem. The old pieces were used as 
templates and the leather cut to shape (10).

Fixing the leather in place was made easier 
by fitting the widest piece of leather to where 
the bellows opens at its fullest. Superglue 
was used and the wood and leather locked 
together immediately - however, I soon 
learnt not to press for too long when pushing 
the materials together for the heat from the 

reaction can easily burn one’s fingers. The 
glued pieces were given additional fixing 
with staples. In order to fix the sides to the 
bellows, the springs had to be squeezed 
inwards and the other ends of the pieces of 
wood held in place with strong plastic grips 
(11, 12 & 13).

To complete the bellows,  any surplus 
leather had to be trimmed from the edges 
and then the original metal and leather strips 
replaced (14 & 15). 

The copper smoker needed to have a hole 
drilled in the piece of wood before the leather 
was fixed in place as an internal screw allowed 
the bellows to be attached to the furnace. The 
Rauchboy Smoker had  screws which were 
fastened to the outside of the bellows. 

A rather tricky problem was getting 
the bellows lined up with the air intake at 
the bottom of the smoker. This was finally 
achieved by cutting a pencil with a sharp 
point, inserting it into the air intake and 
making a mark on the bellows wall so that a 
hole a little smaller than the diameter could 
be drilled (16).

FInally, as one of the smokers didn’t have 
a hook so that it could be hung from a hive, 
I used a hinge which I fastened to the back of 
the completed smoker, bent the other part in 
the shape of a hook, and then glued the joint 
of the hinge with superglue, so it would stay 
in place (17).

I now have three serviceable smokers 
which is good as I like to keep some of the 
most basic tools in an empty hive in each 

FOR THE WORKSHOP
SMOKER MAINTENANCE AND REPLACING THE BELLOWS
John Phipps
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apiary. After an absence of a couple of years, 
the old copper and Rauchboy smokers are 
back in use once more. (18). I could have 
bought other smokers to replace the old ones 
(19) - or for that matter - bought new sets 
of bellows. However, it is fun to pull things 
apart to see how they are constructed and 
then put them back together replacing the 

damaged or worn pieces. As a child I used 
to undo the metal tabs on the tin toys I 
had which came from former Eastern Bloc 
countries. Unfortunately, I was unable to put 
them back together a gain as the metal tabs 
always snapped off. Unspoilt collections of 
these vintage toys are, not surprisingly. worth 
a fortune nowadays. 
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UKRAINE
CHEAP HIVES MADE FROM REED IN UKRAINE
Dr Alexander Komissar

AS a result of the increase in 
unemployed people, many former 
hobbyist beekeepers in Ukraine are 
rapidly  increasing their apiaries. 

However, this is not easy as the price of ready 
made hives is around 60-70$US. Whilst this 
is still cheaper than hives in  Western Europe 
(about 100 Euro) the cost is very expensive 
for us as we have an average salary of just 
200-300$. We also only get a price of 2$ per 
kilo for bulk sunflower honey.

In order to expand his apiary, without 
having to spend much money, beekeeper 
Vasil Nichik from the Donetsk region 
(Eastern Ukraine) designed and produced 
hives made from reeds. This material is freely 
available around ponds, alongside rivers and 
in boggy land. Reeds - and straw - have been 

used for a variety of purposes by villagers in 
Ukraine including the making of hives, but 
this was  carried out on a small scale with 
primitive technology. Vasil Nichik has made 
several   improvements in the design and 
construction  of  these reed hives and now 
he has had three years experience of keeping 
100 colonies using this sustainable material. 

Like his father, he prefers to use hives 
with 15 Dadant frames for the brood area 
and one or two honey supers with a depth 
of 145 mm. To make such hives out of 
reeds, the extra materials needed, ie 0.025 
cubic metres of wood per hive, plus screws 
and metal for the roofs, cost about 10$ +  
his own labour. This year he will test some  
multistory Langstroth hives which he has 
started to produce.

 Vasil Nichik – designer of reed hives.

1. (a-c) 15 frame hive with super 
2.  Winter cluster in reed hive  
(30th November 2010)
3. 60 reed supers transported on a car trailer.
4. Reed hives: (a) Home apiary (b) out apiary.
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The main features of the reed hive.
The hive body consists of:
 -  two horizontal wooden frames with 

reeds compressed between them   
 -  metal for 15-frame hive 
 -  wood for the multistory ones.  
The bundles of reeds are joined at 

the corners  in tenons  - as in the usual 
Langstroth hive bodies. For this purpose the 
length of reed wisp must be “outside width 

minus one thickness of wall” (4 cm in reed 
hives).

The  reeds want to swell after 
compressing so to prevent this  metal strips 
are used at the corners. In the multistory 
hives thin wooden bars are used instead 
- these are placed vertically both inside 
and outside the hive. Three-sided vertical 
wooden bars are also used to reinforce  
the corners.

The main advantage of using reeds in 
preference to straw is that mice damage 
straw hives but usually ignore those made 
from reeds.  

A DVD  about  the process of making 
this hive has been produced and it is 
available in the Russian language. Special 
devices (presses) for making the hives are 
illustrated in the pictures accompanying 
this article.

 BeeKeePING

 Vasil Nichik – designer of reed hives.

5a

6a 6b 6c

8

7a

7b

5b

5. (a) Langstroth hive and (b) cover.
6.  (a), (b) and (c) - metal press for crushing reeds 

for 15 frame hive.

7. (a) and (b) wooden press for Langstroth reed hive.
8. Special handle for reed hives.
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BEEKEEPING DEVELOPMENT
Christmas in Uganda
Clive de Bruyn NDB

WHILST beekeepers in 
Britain were experiencing 
the coldest December 
for one hundred years I 

managed to escape to a warmer place - 
Kasese, in Uganda. I was there as a volunteer 
to help implement a beekeeping programme 
of the Liberty Development Foundation 
(LIDEFO), viz : “To assist individuals living 
in poor and rural communities of the Kasese 
district of Uganda and to raise awareness about 
the value of beekeeping as a form of sustainable 
income. Skills on beekeeping and apiary 
management would be executed through the 
recruitment of local and international aid 
workers.”  Any volunteers, I had learned, 
had to finance their expenses both to get to 
Uganda and for their everyday needs and 
travel once they were there. As my children 
are financially independent of me, plus the 
fact that any money I had left would anyway 
eventually be given to a charity involved 
with beekeeping development, I decided 

that my money was better spent in doing 
what I could for people in need whilst I was 
still alive. 

HISTORY

In AD150, the Alexandrine geographer 
Ptolemy wrote of a snow capped mountain 
range, deep in the heart of Africa that, he 
claimed, was the source of the Nile and which 
he called the Mountains of the Moon. Over 
the centuries this curious notion of tropical 
snow faded into mythology and, when 
John Speke found the Nile’s exit from Lake 
Victoria, a place in fiction for the Mountains 
of the Moon seemed assured. But then, in 
1889, Henry Stanley emerged from central 
Africa to announce that such a mountain 
did exist. He mapped it by its local name of 
Rwenjura – or ‘rainmaker’.  Although just a 
few miles north of the Equator, they found 
in the high Rwenzori glaciers and snow 
peaks the melt waters which represent the 
highest springs of the Nile. 

LOCATION

Kasese is the principal town in a district of almost 500,000 people, the majority of which work as peasant farmers. The people are 
desperately poor, eking out a subsistence from what they can grow and make. Every family seems to works a plot of land even if they have 
another job. Situated in western Uganda, near the border with the Democratic Republic of the Congo, it is very close to the equator. 
The area came into prominence with the discovery of copper but cobalt mining is now of greater importance. Situated at the base of the 
Rwenzori Mountains, it is not far from Lake George, which is in the Queen Elisabeth National Park, the  most-visited game reserve in 
Uganda. On the map Kasese is shown at the western end of the railway line from Kampala, though the trains have not run since Idi Amin 
was in power.

Above: Clive de Bruyn at the Equator.

Below: Information point - Mountains of the Moon.
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ENTEBBE TO KAMPALA BY ROAD

When I arrived at Entebbe airport I 
experienced three power cuts in the time it 
took me to collect my $50 visa. Fortunately, 
my LIDEFO contact, Majestic Baluku, 
soon found me (he was looking out for my 
red hat) thus saving me from the hoardes 
of taxi drivers. For the journey to Kampala 
my contact had secured a driver, Maurice, 
who had a dilapidated Ford with great 
cracks across the windscreen. The passenger 
door was held closed with a twisted wire. 
It started after a deal of sputtering and 
it was soon evident that the suspension 
seemed to be nonexistent. This hardly 
surprised me for the ‘road’ had numerous 
pot holes, some big enough to lose a car in, 
there were also open drainage tunnels and 
if that wasn’t enough there were sleeping 
policeman. No gentle humps these, but 
about a meter wide and one foot high. All 
along the road were all kinds of animals: 
goats, cattle, pigs, chickens, some on their 
own and some in groups being herded by 
their owners.  Pedestrians were everywhere. 
Speeding along at 40 mph, with headlights 
full on and hazard lights constantly flashing, 
we reached Kampala - a journey of 60 km - 
in 90 minutes. Conditions here were worse 
- the roads lacked any semblance of surface 
and were mostly dusty tracks. Lamp posts 
were evident but none were illuminated.  
The quantity of traffic, people, animals, 
pot holes and sleeping policeman steadily 
increased. Motorbikes had their own rules 
- ie,  no rules. They drove on either side of 
the road or in the middle despite the fact 
that driving on the left is the law (a lasting 
gift from the Brits). Pedestrians constantly 
dodged between the traffic and the animals.

Kampala 

Flower sellers.  With parliamentary elections 
coming up next month, fly posting was evident 
everywhere.

THE BUS TO KASESE

The following day Majestic and I walked 
to the bus station. There we came across a 
higgledy piggaldy collection of big buses, 
matatus (minibus taxis), safari jeeps and 
boda-bodas (motorcycle taxi) all of which 
were  jostling for space. Every vehicle entered 
and left by the same road.  There were green 
liveried bus ‘personnel’ there to guide the 
buses, whilst reversing and turning. All the 
while all the buses had a swarm of street 
hawkers circling them, either on foot or with 
wooden wheelbarrows. It seemed a miracle 
no one was run over. Buses, once given the 
all clear, moved at top speed.

At 10.00 am Majestic and I struggled 
onto the bus, which was already crowded and 
full.  It took some time to find a seat (with 
me by the window). Sitting there I realized 
that 90% of the people on the bus were 
hawkers not passengers. The street traders 
had every kind of food and drink, chapattis, 
sweet corn, fruit, bottled water, nuts, meat 
on skewers, bowls of rice, cooked food in 
banana leaves, all looking quite unhealthy. 
Toasted grasshoppers seemed a sought-after 
delicacy. There were also shoes, hats, curtains, 
radios etc, mostly looking very used. A great 
effort went into attracting customers but 
there seemed to be very few sales.

The bus did not depart until 13.30. There 
is scant regard to the timetable  - buses depart 
when they are full. It seems that all the seats 
must be taken and then the aisles crammed 
with standing travellers. When it set off it 
was still half full of traders. They also ran 
along outside dealing through the window.  
Progress was so slow that it was easy for 
hawkers to get on and off. Thus started our 
485 km journey. Seven hours later, Majestic 
and I arrived at Kasese.

In Kasese the sun shines all day but it is 
not too hot as the town is in the foothills of 
the  Rwenzori Mountains. Day temperatures 
were around 26C, but fell to a humid 15C at 

night. Dawn and dusk were over very quickly, 
from full daylight to pitch black in just 30 
minutes. This was especially noticeable in 
town because there were no street lights. 
Power cuts were frequent and there was often 
no tap water. Days seem to follow a strict 
cycle. Dawn broke around 6.30, with cock 
crow at 7.00. If that did not wake one up 
there was always the Muslim call to prayer 
from the mosque. There were only about 
half a dozen main ‘streets’ (dusty tracks) with 
brick buildings. Then spreading out from the 
centre came the mud brick and wattle and 
daub houses. 

There’s no question about it, travel is 
anything but comfortable. I did not take any 
pictures as it was such a struggle getting on 
the bus with my luggage; the back pack was 
slung into an overhead rack and there was no 
way I could get to it. Throughout the entire 
journey I was crushed against the window 
on a seat made for three that carried five. 
Four sitting with the end women passenger 
carrying a teenage daughter on her lap. 
We were subjected to unexplained   delays 
and   jolted over potholes and sleeping 
policeman for most of the journey. The bus 
made only two stops. Once by a screened 
off (natural vegetation) section at the side 
of the road. This I found out was a toilet 
stop. Men and women alighted and ran off 
into the bush in different directions. Stop 
number two was to allow people on and off 
at Fort Portal which was near to the end of 
the journey. I survived on a can of coke and 
two packets of peanuts I had saved from the 
airplane flight.

Above: Street Scene 
Kasese.  Rwenzori 
Mountains in background. 
Hoarding (Taking power 
illegally by tapping from 
National grid claims lives 
every year)

Right. Who is this 
beekeeper masked by a 
home-made veil? We will 
learn more about him in 
the next issue of the BKQ 
when Clive describes the 
project in which he was 
involved.
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BEEKEEPING HISTORY
Dzierzon’s Contributions to Beekeeping
Part 1. His discoveries of bee biology.
Maciej Winiarski  & Ann Winiarski

INTRODUCTION

Jan Dzierzon was born on the 16th 
January 1811 in the village of Lowkowitz 
(Łowkowice), near Kreuzburg (Kluczbork), 
where his parents owned a small farm. He 
graduated at Breslau (Wrocław) University 
Faculty of Catholic Theology in 1833 
and became a chaplain in Schalkowitz 
(Siołkowice).  Happily for beekeeping 
science, Dzierzon was ordained a Roman 
Catholic priest in 1835 and took over a  very 
small parish in Karlowitz (Karłowice) with 
about 70 parishoners, where he lived for 49 
years.  From this point on he had a lot of 
free time  - time enough anyway for him to 
conduct scientific research on the life of bees.  
In 1869, he retired  from the priesthood and 
in 1884 he moved back to Łowkowice where 
he died on the 26th October 1906. He was 
buried in nearby Kluczbork graveyard.

For over seventy years Dzierzon worked, 
experimented with and observed his bees 
and by doing so he contributed enormously 

to the science and understanding of colony 
life. His most important contention was 
that: ‘Science has no nationality. It is owned  
internationally by the common people’. 
Whilst other major additions to the science 
and practice of beekeeping include his 
creation and development of a workable 
bee hive and ways of dealing with American 
Foul Brood, here we will give a summary of 
his contributions to beekeeping biology. 

Jan Dzierzon’s  most important discoveries 
on the biology of honey bees:
•	 Bees	are	cold-blooded	insects	but	for	the	

colony to be able to live and thrive they 
require a moderate degree of heat which, 
according to the season, varies from 12C  
in (late autumn and the first part of 
winter)  up to 35C;

•	 The	 honey	 bee	 (Apis mellifera) has 
three forms: drones (from unfertilized 
eggs), and workers and queens (created 
from fertilized eggs). His discovery of 
parthenogenesis in bees (ie offspring 
being developed from unfertilized eggs) 
became the subject of violent, scientific 
debates and serious discussions among 
scientists but was finally accepted during 
the Congress of Botany in Marburg;

•	 Dzierzon	 noticed	 that	 period	 of	 full	
development for the queen bee was 16 
days, for worker bees was  21 days and 
for drones 24 days;

•	 The	 fertilization	 of	 the	 queen	 occurs	
outside the hive in the air. The young 
queen (virgin) is capable of becoming 
fully fertile so long as she continues 
her nuptial flights, which in the warm 
summer she does at the very most for 
5-6 weeks. There is, indeed, no reason 
why impregnation, when retarded, 
should be less perfect, and why it should 
only enable the queen to propagate the 
male sex.  Hence it is easy to understand 
why unfertilised queens, or worker-bees 
which are altogether incapable of being 
fertilised, can only lay drone eggs, whilst 
fertilised queens are able to deposit 
worker eggs or drone eggs at will, it 
being possible and easy for them to 
prevent or cause the fertilization of egg 
by the movement of a muscle;

•	 Dzierzon	 described	 differences	 between	
the larvae of the queen and the larvae 
of the worker bee.  As  eggs or as small 
larvae, they are capable of becoming 
queens. The larvae in the small cells, 
however, because less nourishing food 
is supplied to them, perfect only those 
organs intended for work, whilst the 
sexual organs remain undeveloped: 
they are, therefore, imperfect females. 
Nevertheless, they belong to the 
female sex, and unmistakably possess a 
rudimentary ovary;

•	 The	drones’	sole	purpose	is	to	fertilise	the	
young queens, and their whole activity is 
therefore limited to taking an  excursion 
high into the air during the warmest 
time every fine day, when it is also usual 
for young queens to take their nuptial 
flights;

•	 He	 made	 detailed	 observations	 of	 the	
construction of comb: each comb 
consists of a double row of regular 
hexagonal cells, which are separated 
from each other by very thin walls of 
wax. The ends of these two rows of cells 
opposite each other open on the two 
surfaces of the comb, and they all appear 
as regular hexagonal figures. Between the 
two rows in the centre of each comb runs 
a partition wall, forming the common 
basis of the cells;

•	 Dzierzon	gave	us	the	relative	proportions	
of the worker-cells and drone cells, in 
stating that in every inch length there 
are about five worker-cells or four drone-
cells;

•	 He	discovered	and	described	the	process	
of how bees produce wax. Like the 
spider, which produces the substance of 
its web from out of its own body, bees 
also get the material for their combs and 
cells from out of themselves. The wax 
makes its appearance, when plenty of 
food has been taken by the bees and the 
temperature is suitable, on the outside 
rings of their abdomens, in the shape of 
thin, mica-like, oval scales;

•	 He	was	the	first	observer	to	discover	the	
mechanism of the secretion of royal jelly 
(chyle) and its role in the development 

Jan Dzierzon, the Father of Polish Beekeeping. This 
year Poland celebrates the 200th anniversary of 
his birth - he was born on the 16th January, 1811.
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 of queen bees.  He observed nurse bees 
and always saw honey appearing but 
never any brood food. Later he thought 
that the great nutritive property of 
chyle is that it passes into the blood of 
the young bee entirely, without leaving 
any particular residue. There is further 
evidence of its being secreted from the 
blood of the nurse bee, in the same way 
as milk is secreted from the blood of 
mammals. The parts of the nurse bee’s 
body responsible for producing it were 
called  Puttersaftdrusen (German) – 
chyle glands (English) but were later 
named  Milchdrmen German – milk-
glands (English);

•	 He	 described	 the	 process	 of	 the	
commencement of swarming in the 
colony and explained all the steps of this 
process;

•	 He	 found	 that	 bees	 were	 able	 to	
accumulate fat and protein reserves 
under their chitinous shell; 

•	 He	proved	that	seeds	and	fruit	pollinated	
by bees are much more numerous and 
more perfectly shaped;

•	 Experimenting	with	honeydew	he	found	
that it could be of plant, animal or fungi 

origin. Honeydew of plant origin, he 
stated, is extruded from the plants’ 
stoma. Animal honeydew was produced 
by plant lice and scale insects.;

•	 Dzierzon	was	 the	 first	 in	 the	world	 to	
have created the so called “paternal 
colonies” for Italian drones by removing 
drone larvae in the remaining hives. 

Considering his legacy of scientific 
discoveries and the development of 
a removeable top bar hive, it is not 
surprising that Dzierzon is considered 
by Polish people as the father of modern 
apiculture. Due to language barriers, 
Dzierzon was unaware of the achievements 
of his contemporary, L L Langstrotgh, the 
American “father of modern beekeeping”, 
though, interestingly,  Langstroth had 
access to translations of Dzierzon’s works.  
In our opinion, the priest Dr Jan Dzierzon 
was not only the “genius of the hive” but he 
was also  “a demon for work”.  As quoted 
earlier, Dzierzon believed that scientific 
discoveries belonged to people everywhere. 
For almost a century and a half beekeepers 
and scientists all over the world have built 
on the foundations he laid down; if he 
could see the progress which his early work 
has led to he would be a very happy man. 

The Central Association 

of Bee-Keepers 
Bringing Science to the Beekeeper 
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contact the Hon Secretary: 

Pat Allen  +44 (0) 1708 220897 

pat.allen@btconnect.com 
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TECHNOLOGY
The Livescribe Echo Smartpen
John Phipps

BEING a techno freak, I was 
somewhat put out to find that 
I had failed to be aware of the 
existence of some very natty 

gadgets - smartpens. To put this right I 
did a pretty extensive trawl of the internet 
to see what it was that I had missed. Well, 
smartpens can roughly be divided into two 
groups - those which can be used on any 
type of writing paper - all the tricks are in 
the pens themselves (and the associated 
software) - and those which work in 
combination with specially produced 
notebooks.  After a great deal of reading of 
what both manufacturers and reviewers had 
written about these products, I naturally 
orientated to what seemed to be the top of 
the range - ie the Livescribe Echo Smartpen 
with 8 GB of storage.

SO, WHAT IS A SMARTPEN? - HERE I WILL REFER 
ONLY TO THE ECHO.

1. In its simplest form it is a chunky, stylish 
black biro which can take black, blue or 
red refills and, like any pen, it writes on 
any type of paper. 

2.  Used in conjunction with the specially 
produced notebook, once switched on 
the Echo will record everything you 
write - and this can then be transfered 
to your computer, PC or Mac, by means 
of a USB cable. The file which appears 
on the screen shows exactly what you 
put down on paper - ie words, sketches, 
tables, etc. 

3.  Additionally, when switched to record, 
the Echo is a voice recorder which can 
store up to 800 hours of sound. The 
range and clarity of the recording can 
be improved enormously by plugging 
into the smartpen a headset which, as 
well as acting as earphones, has exterior 
recording microphones which amplify 
the sound. 

4.  Now for the ‘smart’ bit. You are in a 
meeting or listening to a lecture and 
from time to time you are making notes. 
You are also recording what is being 
said. Your mind wanders or you doze 
off and when you get to look over your 
notes, you realise that you have missed 
an important point or that a set of 
figures you wrote down just didn’t seem 
right. OK, you could go through the 
whole recording - or jump to different 
parts of the recording until you found 
what you wanted. However, with the 
Echo, you simply switch the pen to 
‘Paper Replay’ and tap on the point 
which needs elucidating in your notes, 
and immediately you are listening to 
that point in the lecture. This happens 
because the Echo is able to time and 
remember every action it has performed. 

5.  Other applications are planned for the 
Echo - but one which I find entertaining 
is the ‘Piano’ function. Once in 
Piano mode, the Echo gives you oral 
instructions on how to proceed - ie draw 
a row of vertical lines on the notepad, add 
a horizontal line to the top and bottom 

of them and write the letters ‘I’ and ‘R’ 
beneath the grid. Then by tapping with 
the point of your pen in the spaces you 
can hear the notes of the chromatic scale. 

GETTING STARTED.

1.  Setting up the smartpen ready for use 
is very simple. Firstly, the smartpen 
is switched on and connected to the 
computer with the USB cable (provided)  
so that the battery can be charged up. 
Once this is accomplished  a check 
will automatically be made to see if the 
device has the current software - if not, 
this will be downloaded and your pen/
account can be registered. 

2.  Remove the pen and switch on and then 
simply follow the instructions on the 
interactive booklet provided. This allows 
you to check a box to say whether you 
are right or left handed and then to set 
the date and time. All this can be done 
by tapping on the appropriate places in 
the booklet. 

3.   As you proceed through the booklet you 
will  be given oral information on how to 
Record and use the Paper Replay options 
by writing in the lined spaces provided, 
ie the most basic tasks that the pen  
can perform.

 Left: A complete kit - Livescribe portfolio with 
Echo 8GB smartpen, A5 notebook, Notepads, 
Headphones, Spare Nib Cover and Ink Refills - 
about £200.
 Below: The smartpen works in conjunction 
with specially prepared notebooks on the 
cover of which applications can be opened. 
NB calculator and and function squares for 
finding information eg, battery level. 
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THE NOTEBOOKS

The notebooks are available in different sizes 
- A4, A5, 3” x 5”, 5.5” x 8.25”  & Paper 
Blanks. My A5 notebook fits into leather 
portfolio which also has a holder for the 
smartpen and various other pockets and the 
3” x 5” size has a set of four pads with a 
handsome protective cover. 

Each of the notebooks has on the inside 
covers and on the bottom of each of the 
pages, the ‘tools’ needed to move from one 
application to the other. The main control 
area - on the cover - is made up of a central 
dot with  4 other dots at the 4 main compass 
points about a centimetre away.  By tapping 
on the central point and then those around 
it applications can be changed. On the pages 
themselves, by tapping on various sections 
the volume and speed of the recordings 
can be changed as well as a quick ‘jump to’ 
option. Each cover also has a fully working 
calculator - the solutions being given orally.

MY EXPERIENCES

When I received the Echo, the supplying 
company had already set up my name and 
time (UK) on the pen. Firstly I charged the 
pen - and later to see if the battery was full, I 
tapped on the battery indicator on the inner 
cover of the notebook. The light in the pen 
window indicated it was fully charged. Next, 
I tried to change the date - as indicated in the 
interactive guide. It wouldn’t work. I carried 
on working through the guide with varying 
degrees of success. OK, on to the real test. I 
wrote my name and address in the notebook 
and connected the pen to the computer to 
see what would happen. Well, you can see 
for yourself - any writing I had done was 
completely covered with a tangle of webs. 
I went immediately to the ‘Help’ pages and 
was informed that the pen tip was probably 
damaged. I used the spare refill which came 
with the pen, repeated the procedure and 
everything worked fine. 

Next, as I had no lecture or meeting to 
attend, I took the Echo along to our local 
Christmas play. As well as recording parts 
of it - using the special head set - as there 
was a lot of shuffling around - I also made 
a few notes of what was being said. Trying 
the ‘Paper Replay’ application at home and 
tapping on a sentence I was instantly taken 
to that point in the play, the recording being 
very clear and loud. 

The next, important task to try  was that 
of changing the computer files into editable 
text. The Echo does not come equipped 
with this software, but they recommend  a 
programme from an independent supplier - 
MyScript - which has to be paid for, about 
$15, but there is a one month free trial.

I had no problems using this software, so 
I will have no hesitation in paying up after 
the trial.

CONCLUSION

There is no doubt about it, the Livescribe 
Echo is an extremely useful and versatile 
piece of kit that will be of use to people in all 
walks of life, especially students, journalists, 
and those in the professions  who regularly 
attend conferences and important meetings 
where accuracy is of the utmost importance.  
Those who remember the number of times 
they have written copious notes only to 
have to key them in later on to a computer  
will readily see the benefits the instrument 
provides and will no doubt wish that the 
product had been available much earlier. 

As far as beekeeping goes, I have already 
mentioned how useful the pen is for meetings 
and conferences - but what about practical 
beekeeping? I have started to use the Echo in 
the apiary for making notes at the hive with 
different note pads for different apiaries. In 
the next issue of the BKQ, I will explore this 
further and show how the records made at 
the hive can be managed in different files 
when transferred to the computer. 

Cost. Not cheap. The top of the range 
Echo Smartpen 8 MB complete with 
notebooks, portfolio and pen refills, will 
cost  about £200. However, there are 
cheaper models available produced by 
the same company which may well be 
worth investigating by the cost conscious 
beekeeper. As far as I am concerned, I 
find the product well worth the price. It’s 
good to get back to doing some writing no 
matter where I am without carrying around 
a laptop, which is virtually useless outdoors 
in sunlight, knowing that all the notes can 
simply be uploaded: to a computer later on. 

TECHNOLOGY
The Livescribe Echo Smartpen
John Phipps

A book review was written covering a whole page 
of A5. It was transferred to the computer and 
then using MySscript changed into editable text. 
In the whole page only two very small mistakes 
were made - outstanding considering my poor 
handwriting. 

My initial uploaded script - I obviously had a 
problem!

Left:  Notes can be written up and then uploaded later to a computer.
Right: The main applications can be called up by tapping on the centre point and then the dots at each of 
the compass points.
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B O O K S H E L FB O O K S H E L F
Die Honigbiene

Klaus Nowottnick
Publisher: 
Westarp 
Wissenschaften, 
Hohenwarsleben.
ISBN 
3 89432 523 2

This German language book, first published 
in 2004, set a new standard for quality in the 
apicultural literary sphere. The book embraces 
all the salient aspects of beekeeping; the origins 
and evolution of A. mellifera species.  The four 
main western honey bee races; their original 
habitats and characteristics are described; 
the colour photographs of stunning clarity 
highlight the different body hues beautifully. 
The natural history of the honey bee is deftly 
dealt with and the photographs of the inside 
of the hive showing the working of the colony 
are masterly.  The illustrations of the events 
in the hive are mostly the author’s own work 
demonstrating that his skills are not merely 
confined to beekeeping. The anatomy line 
drawings, borrowed from Snodgrass, with 
acknowledgements, are as sharp and clear as 
the original illustrations.  The development 
of beekeeping from its primitive honey 
hunter days to the high-tech of modern 
beekeeping and honey handling techniques is 
discussed as are the seasonal changes which 
affect the activities of the honey bee and 
the ‘master’. The book is a volume which 
embraces the practical aspects of beekeeping 
and combines the learning curve with a 
very readable, enjoyable discourse on all the 
aspects important to the beginner as well as 
the more experienced beekeeper. A book to 
be treasured by even non German speaking 
beekeepers.
- reviewed by Eric McArthur

Propolis
Harvesting, 
Recipes 
and  Uses
Healing Power 
from the 
Bee Hive

Klaus 
Nowottnick
Publisher: 

Leopold Stocker, Graz, Stuttgart
ISBN 978-3-7020-1285-4

 
This beautifully produced and splendidly 
illustrated book in the German language, is 
a follow up to Nowottnick’s first successful 
book on the wonders of propolis,  published 
in 1987 by the same publisher.  This present 
volume is an Apitherapist’s dream and further 
establishes the author as one of the most 
influential writers of popular apicultural 
literature in Germany today.

Propolis has long been effectively 
employed in alternative medicine in Europe 
for many years.   The rest of the world in 
its appreciation of the marvellous healing 
properties of this hive product is catching 
up rapidly.   This book will do much to 
increase interest in the procurement and 
wider application of propolis in the treatment 
of human and veterinary ailments.   There 
is something here for everyone who has 
ever experienced the failure of modern 
chemotherapy in the treatment of cuts and 
wounds, especially open wounds which 
become infected; burns, skin infections, 
various ulcers, warts, eczema and herpes, to list 
but a few external applications.  Propolis has 
proved extremely effective in the treatment of 
many internal ailments also and it can be used 
in powder form; also as a tincture and it lends 
itself to ointment preparations. Conditions 
such as angina, mouth ulcers, pharyngitis, 
menopause, infections of the prostate, asthma 
– the list of successful treatments is really 
quite staggering.   Propolis is also a useful 
anti-oxidant and will successfully treat many 
allergies.   The virtues of propolis have been 
expounded in many publications in recent 
times, witness to the increasing awareness  
of the beneficial properties of this unique  
hive product. 

This extremely handsome, beautifully 
produced book is so skilfully crafted that it 
provides easy access to information on the 
harvesting, preparation and application of 
propolis. The clarity and visual impact of the 
photographs and the step by step illustrations 
of the preparation procedures make this 
hardback book a worthy addition to any 
library; domestic, academic or community.
- reviewed by Eric McArthur

The Quest for the 
Perfect Hive
(A History of Innovation 
in Bee Culture)

Gene Kritsky
Oxford 
University Press, 
2010, HB.
198 pages, 
Illustrated with 
B&W plates.
ISBN 
978-0-19-
538544-1
Available from 
NBB £17.50

“Do not follow me, but search for what I was 
searching” were the words of a Japanese poet, 
if I remember well. This is how this book 
directs us towards a quest for the perfect 
hive and the perfect method of beekeeping 
- not as some final and defined goal, but as 
an achievement which is in harmony with 
our conscience, our time, culture, spirit, the 
conditions that we live in, and everything 
that Nature has always been offering.

I think that an important quality of this 
book is the energy which flows through and 
which can almost be felt physically. Somehow, 
the author managed to successfully plug into 
the energies of hundreds and thousands 
of innovators and numerous beekeepers 
through the thousands of years long history 
of beekeeping. He successfully transferred a 
great part of this energy to us, the readers. 
He also managed to portray these ancient 
times, as well as some social relationships 
and values. This success was caused by the 
power of his immense and inexhaustible 
enthusiasm and of his professional education 
(biologist, entomologist) and progressive 
knowledge, by the beauty of the photographs 
and drawings which he collected for this 
book. This is obvious, since after reading  
the book, one feels the need to not only 
think about it, but also to take action, to 
create something. 

My view on this book might be too 
personal or enthusiastic. It might not be 
too interesting for an average reader or it 
may eventually only satisfy his curiosity 
and a need for general information about 
beekeeping history. However, the situation 
for me is completely different. 

After reading it, I felt as if the book 
continued to live in me, not only as a 
story and new information, but also as a 
strong encouragement to remain faithful to 
something that I felt about myself, but have 
not yet began to make real. It has been my 
hidden and suppressed desire from a long 
time ago to somehow make my journey 
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 B O O K S H E L FB O O K S H E L F from ancient beekeeping, through history, 
to the point where I began my extensive 
beekeeping, some twenty years ago. I would 
thus better understand my relation towards 
beekeeping, define my future and continue 
my life’s journey.

This seems to be how one gets closer to 
the archetypal beekeeper, which exists in 
each of us, more or less. The author explains 
that there is nothing unusual in the fact 
that a modern man goes back to the ancient 
methods of beekeeping and old hive types 
and makes hives from natural materials. It 
is no wonder that modification of existing 
hives and equipment is thought about. This 
is not only normal, but also desirable and the 
author is disappointed that in the last 100 
years, the number of innovations are reduced 
if compared to earlier times. 

Just as contemporary people, fed up with 
artificial materials in house construction, are 
turning towards natural materials and old 
building methods, then maybe going back 
to beekeeping roots might enable us to meet 
the future happier and more successfully.
- reviewed by Predrag Cvetkovic

Queen Breeding 
and Genetics

How to breed 
better bees
By Eigil Holm.
ISBN 978-1-
904846-62-8
Published by 
NBB, 2010. PB
93 Pages, Fully 
illustrated with 
colour plates.

Available from NBB £20.00

This is the English edition of Eigil Holm’s 
latest book that until now was only available 
in Danish and German. The publication 
is a practical handbook to help beekeepers 
breed better bees and explains, in a way 
that everyone can understand, how to go 
about this.  From basic queen cell/virgin 
queen production the book moves on to 
mating station management, artificial/
instrumental insemination, selection, the 
aims of breeding, genetics, pedigrees, bee 
cytology, bee race origins, breeding and the 
future.  Molecular biology/ and genetics are 
discussed and the reader is brought up to 
date in this area and how this knowledge is 
relevant to queen breeders. 

I would have preferred the book to have 
a hardback cover and a spiral binding so 
that as a handbook it could be opened flat if 
being used as a practical guide.  The quality 

of the paper is good and the book is very well 
illustrated with excellent colour photographs 
and schematic drawings and charts.  The 
author presents the various subjects in an 
unbiased, clear manner and the publisher 
has retained much of the author’s personal 
style in the text.  An adequate bibliography 
is also included.  

Whilst some reader’s may not be so 
enthusiastic about yet another book on 
queen rearing, Eigil Holm has managed 
to make in important contribution to the 
information available and provides an 
insight into methods of queen rearing that 
have not been available to English speaking 
beekeepers till now.  I recommend this book 
to anyone who is interested in improving 
their bees through selection and breeding.
- reviewed by Roger White

The Shamanic 
Way of the Bee 

by Simon 
Buxton.
Published by 
Destiny Books.
?? pages, 
ISBN 

 

There has been a growing interest in shamanic 
practices over the twenty years to the point 
where it can be casually dropped into dinner 
table conversation without so much as a ‘lift 
of an eyebrow’ from fellow diners.

The interest in shamanism has 
increased with the corresponding interest 
in environmental issues and a spiritual 
yearning. Rudolf Steiner could be called a 
modern shaman with his blend of science 
and mysticism and since James Lovelock’s 
‘Gaia’ theory, we have (intellectually at 
least) understood the almost spiritual 
interconnectedness of our planet.

 Simon Buxton’s book is about a shamanic 
Bee cult, stretching back thousands of years 
and he says is based on his real experiences.  
In his book he describes how ‘The Way of 
the Bee’ has survived secretly in Britain and 
Austria, with the arcane knowledge being 
passed on from Master to disciple. He too 
was introduced to this secret knowledge by 
his own master whom he met through a 
chance meeting. It’s a pity really that he has 
decided to spoil this purely oral tradition by 
putting it down into a written form. 

 The book could have been a good story, 
along the lines of the shaman Don Juan 

by Carlos Castaneda, but he has included 
too many obvious mistakes about bees and 
unsubstantiated claims, such as beekeepers 
never die of cancer. 

 Then we enter his sexual fantasy centred 
on flowers, stamens, queen bees and her 
helpers and a lot of honey. At that point 
the book becomes essential a bit silly and  is 
reading for Freudian psychologists.

All good beekeepers who feel respect 
for the life of the hive are in my view bee 
Shamans. When working holistically with 
bees, one has to bring in principles of focus, 
meditation, sensitivity and an understanding 
of our connection with nature. Still, if 
Buxton’s book turns more people on to 
beekeeping that can only be a good thing, 
but for me - I’ll just take it with a pinch of 
propolis.
- reviewed by Kerry Kousiounis  
(teacher of yoga)

Meditation 
and the Art of 
Beekeeping

Mark Magill
Leaping Hare 
Press, 2010. HB.
138 pages. 
ISBN 978-1-
907332-39-5 
Available from 
NBB £9.00

This book was a real delight even before 
I opened the cover; it was pleasing to the 
eye and the quality of the cover boards and 
paper felt good in the hands.

So far, so good. The book’s content is 
plainly about bee keeping and meditation, 
but it doesn’t aim to be a definitive guide 
on either subject. As I am both an amateur 
bee keeper and practice meditation, 
Magill’s book was a real pleasure, although 
I think it will be an inspiration to those 
involved in one of the subjects (or neither). 
The book interweaves the two subjects, 
creating a connecting thread as we travel 
the cycle of a hives life through the four 
seasons.

Paul Magill states that bee keeping 
and meditation are intrinsically a search 
for truth using the actions of motivation, 
observation and action. In Buddhist 
philosophy, The Buddha encouraged his 
students not to take his words as final, 
but to be sceptical and experience the 
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truth for themselves. Although there 
are many guide books on the ‘mind and 
meditation’ and bee keeping it is only 
through practical experience, discipline 
and observation that we really learn and 
discover our truth. He describes how we 
can cultivate the practice of awareness and 
become more attuned to the life of the 
hive and each individual bee, and through 
the hive become more connected to our 
environment.

The book is interspersed with many 
quotations, Zen parables and bee stories. 
You will want to keep referring back to this 
book , a sort of road map to beekeeping, 
meditation and life.
- reviewed by Kerry Kousiounis

The Wild 
Garden and the 
Honey Bee

Michael Duncan
Northern 
Bee Books, 
2009. PB.
70 pages, 
illustrated with 
line drawings.
ISBN 978-
1904846-38-3
Available from 
NBB £10.95

This is a treasure of a book with a 
pleasurable mix of the practical alongside 
poetical descriptions and a wonderful 
sense of well being a beekeeper can 
achieve through keeping bees in a kind 
and careful manner, Uniquely, the book 
is handwritten throughout, tightly packed 
with a series of well captioned sketches, so 
that all beekeeping operations carried out 
through the year can clearly be understood 
especially by those new to the craft. 
Sensibly, Michael uses the flowering times 
of plants as indicators of when operations 
should be carried out as calendar dates are 
meaningless especially in a country like 
the UK which has a huge distance between 
the north and south.

Michael Duncan, a beekeeper of many 
decades, finding that old age was catching 
up with him, describes how he is able to 
prolong his active life in beekeeping by 
ensuring that the heavy backbreaking 
tasks which are often part of the craft 
are eliminated, He has achieved this by 
building long stands on which the hives 
are placed - at a level so that no bending 
or lifting is needed and, additionally, that 
all the items needed for the work in hand, 

are in easy reach, He is mindful that many 
ladies are amongst the newcomers to the 
craft and he believes that they will find his 
method of having a hive bench will be a 
great advantage.

A useful and evocative book, written 
by a beekeeper who cannot only pass on 
good practical advice, but who can also 
share with his readers the love he has for 
his charges and the joy which they have 
given him.
- reviewed by John Phipps

The Systemic 
Insecticides –  
A Disaster in 
the Making 
ISBN - 978-90-79627-06-6,
by Henk Tennekes. 
Available from NBB £27 

Tennekes is the Toxicology 
Consultant for Experimental 
Toxicology 
Services (ETS) Netherlands BV.
He can be contacted at: 
www.toxicology.nl

This book dwarfs Rachel Carson’s “Silent 
Spring”.The statistics are horrendous as 
page by page the demise of the flora and 
fauna of the natural ecosystems of Europe 
and the UK is systematically documented.
Natural ecosystems have been steadily 
ravaged for over the past 60 years by agro 
chemicals, Rachel Carson was the first 
to go into print about the burgeoning, 
destructive situation – focusing in DDT. 
She came under vicious attack from 
vested interest in the pesticide industry; 
continuous attempts were made to destroy 
her and her credibility but ultimately 
DDT was banned.The world has forgotten 
the warnings of Carson and at this present 
time the same uncaring profit hungry 
concerns with the latest ‘kill everything’, 
neonicotinoids insecticidesare wreaking 
‘end game’ havoc on bees, butterflies and 
the residue of soil dwelling organisms, 
which are not only critically important 
for soil fertility but are also the base of the 
food chain for many species of birds and 
other animals in the natural environment. 
As the natural eco- systems on which all 
of us depend become more and more 
fragmented and polluted by the new 
wave of ‘no till’ and ‘pesticide overkill 
agriculture’promoted by individuals 
who care for nothing except filing their 
pockets and bank accounts, as Tennekes 
so starkly states in the title of the book we 
are staring at“A Disaster in The Making” 
and most of us are looking at it with our 
eyes wide shut.

I recommend this book not as a 
pleasurable read but as a wake-up call to 
anyone who wants to look at a ‘no future’ 
unless the present regime of ‘profit for 
lives’ideology is not halted.
Eric McArthur
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the Joyce Jones Bee Jacket
Takes the sting out of beekeeping.
Fully tested and carefully made  
in our own apiaries.
100’s sold at our very reasonable prices 
& no complaints

Flat Top   £32.50
Deluxe - small & standard £43.00
Extra large  £50.00
Child’s deluxe  £37.00
Overtrousers  £22.50
Boiler Suits £ 32.00
Hat & Veil £ 17.00

*All prices include V.A.T. & postage

Obtainable only from Limetree Apiaries 
Dewsbury Road, Elland HX5 9BE

tel/fax 01422 375713






